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SUMMARY
Emerging satellite designs require increasing amounts of eleclrical power to operate spacecraft instrumenl_ and to provide
environments suitable for human habitation, in the past, electrical po_er has been generated by covering rigid "honeycomb"
panels with solar cells. This technology results in unacceptable weight and volume penalties when large amounts of power are
required.
To fill the need for large-area, lightweight solar arrays, Lockheed Missiles & Space Company, Inc. ([+MSC), has developed a
fabrication technique in which solar cells are attached to a copper printed circuit laminated to a plastic sheet. The result is a
flexible solar array with one-tenth tht ._to_ed volume and one-third the ,xeight of comparably sized rigid arrays. An automated
welding process developed to attach the ceils to the printed circuit guarantees repeatable ,selds that are more tolerant of severe
environments than conventional soldered connections.
To demonstrate the flight readiness of this technology, the Solar Array Flight Experiment (SAFE) _as developed under
contract to NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) and flown on the space shuttle Discovery in September 1984. The SAFE
wing had 84 panels and, when fully extended, was 13.5 feet wide and over 100 feet long. To reduce costs, only one of the 84 panels
was fully populated with active solar cells.
While in orbit the array was extended and retracted four times over a three-day period. While the array was extended, the
,,._..orbiter Vernier Reaction Control System (VRCS) thrusters were fired in a programmed fashion on 14 occasions so that the
dynamic behavior of this large space structure could be evaluated.
The tests showed the modes and frequencies of the array to be very close to preflight predictions. Structural damping, however,
was higher than anticipated. Electrical performance of the active solar panel _,as also tested. The power output of the panel _hile
on orbit matched that measured in preflight tests. On return to Earth, the po_er output was found to be unchanged and the cells
undamaged by the flight environments. Thus, the flight test of the array w_s a complete success.
This report describes lhe flight performance and postflight data e',alualion. It is submitted to NASA-MSFC by I.MSC in
partial fulfillment of the requirements of contract N4,S 8-31352.
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Seclion I
INTRODUCTION
I.! MI,_SION OBJECTIVES
In September 19,_4, the Solar Array Flight Experiment
(SAFtT) ,.,.+ascarried into orbit on Shuttle mission STS-41D.
The SAFE was a large-area, light+,eight solar array +,ing
capable of being populated '._,ith enough solar ceils to produ,.e
more than 12.5 kilov.atts of power. Over a three-da.s period,
numerous tests ,,.ere performed on the +,ing to demonstrate
the readiness of large-area, light+,cight, solar array technol-
ogy. The specific objectives of the tests on the SAFE +,ere:
k,._..a. To demonstrate the dcploymcnt, retraction, and reslowage
of the array
b. To measure the dynamic behavior of a large, flexible space
structure
c. To measure the on-orbit electrical and thermal perfor-
mance of the array
The SAFE mission +,as a success, and this final report
de.,cribcs the results of flight operations and po.,tflight tests
and analysis.
1.2 EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION
The SAFE +,sing a_,embly is sho+,n deployed from the orhi-
ter cargo bay in Fig. I-1. lhe axis system ,,ho+,n in this figure
_s used ex,.Itlsi,.cls in.,Ihis report. Tile conaponents of the
SAFE wing asxembly are ,,hown in Fig. I-2. Dimen,,iorts of
the stos_,ed array are ,,ho+,n in Fig. I-3 and dimcn,,ions of the
array deployed to Ihe "0- and I(H3-pcrccnt positions are sho_n
m Figs. 1-4 and 1-5, rcspecti,,ely. The ma,,s properties .,ho,.sn
in these figures,ire,,ummari/ed in [,ible I-1.
lhe principal component of Ille SAI-i! hardy, are is lh¢
blanket, 13.5 fcct sside by I01 feet long, made of two I.()-mil
,heets of Kapton _ilh a copper printed circuit htmin,llcd
b_.lv+ecu them. l-he blanket compri,,cs 84 pa,cls thai fold like
•x_,,n accordion ,.,.hen ,,lO'._,¢d. Vs'hen extended, Ihe p,tncls forlP, a
fiat ,,urfac¢ v+ith the ,,olar cell,, IllOUl|Icd till one side. Fhe cells
are attached to Ihe blanket by +.sclding th_21n to Ihe copper
printed circuit through properly placed holes in the Kapton.
The printed circuit connects the cells in series and in parallel
strings to achieve the desired current and voltage output. A
cross-section view of an acti,,e solar cell attached to the blan-
ket is shown in Fig. I-6.
On the SAFE wing, only the third panel from the wing tip
was completely covered +,ith acti_,e solar cells. One half con-
tained cells that measure 2 × 4 cm, and the other half con-
tained cells that measure 5.9 × 5.9 cm. Except for a small
patch of very thin 2 × 2 cm cells on the outermost panel, the
remainder of the blanket v+.as covered +,ith glass and alumi-
num platelets that simulated the ;++'eight and thickness of
acti,,e solar cells. These simulators ,,,+ere used to save cost on
the experiment.
The solar array blanket is extended and retracted by ,., coil-
able fiberglass mast that attaches through a rigid cover to the
outcrmo,,t pa:_el of the blanket. The mast consists of three
fiberglass Iong_:,-on members, each continuous m.er the length
of the mast. At nine-inch stations along their length, the lon-
gerons are connected by a triangle of fiberglass batten mem-
bers. Three pairs of stranded ,,rainless ,,tcel diagonal +,'ires
connect tile intersections of the battens and Iongerons
bet,.,_ecn adjacent station,_. Rollers are located at the outside
ol all three Iongerons at each stalion location. The mast is
initially ,,to,,_cd by coiling it in torsion and placing it in the
bottom of the ,,tos,,age canister. Extension is caused by the
action of a motor-dri,,¢n rotating section on the upper end of
the ,,tot,age canister, lhe rotating section has internal threads
that engage the rollers on the hmgerons. A,, the _ection
rotate,., lhc rollers are pulled up through the threads of the
rt>taling nut, a,d the coiled Iongerons are allowed to
straighten. [hc configuratitm uf the canister, rotating sec-
tion, and hmgerons is sho,.sn in fig. I-7. Rc'+ersing the rota-
tion of the Ihrcadcd ,,ection dri,,cs Ihe r,,llers back into the
canister, causing Ihe hHlgerons to restlm¢ their coiled
COIl figu rat ion.
When lhc blanket i,, Itllly ,,tos_,ed, ttle panels arc folded
_,ilhin a confaillnlent box, Ihe cover of tire containlnent box
applies a prchmd force to prevunt the panels from shifting
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Table I- I
SAFE WEIGHT SUMMARY
Components
Experiment Total
Support Structure & Separation System
Separable Wing Assembly
Blanket
Panels
Harness
Tension Bars
Container
Base Hardware
Tension System
Latch System
Support Struts
Cover
Tip Hardware
Latch System
Tip Fitting
Mast
Boom
Canister
DMve
Lock
Jettison Capability
Grapple ."
Grapple Fitting
Rear Support
Wires _ Connectors
Misc. Fasteners s,Adhesives
TaMe i-I SAtE H'E/GltT SU.WAL,tRY
Weight
(Ib)
940.0
270.0
670.0
303.0
280.5
18.5
4.0
90.5
43.5
18.5
16.0
9.0
27.0
32.0
22.0
10.0
122.0
45.0
49.0
25.0
3.0
34.0
21.0
7.0
6.0
7.0
II.0
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about inside the container. In the first few inches of exten-
sion, the mast unlatches the cover of the containment box and
releases the prcload force on the panels. Continued mast
extension causes the box cover and outermost panels to be
pulled out of the containment box. The motion of the box
cover also pulls out guide v, ires which pass through grommets
at alternate panel hing e lines. The guide ,,vires are tensioned
by negator assemblies in the bottom of the containment box.
These wires restrict out-of-plane motion of the blanket until,
at the 70-percent-deployed position, a tension bar applies a
pull force on the deployed panels to hold them flat. Contin-
ued mast extension causes the remainder of the panels to exit
the containment box. These panels are held fiat by a force
applied to the blanket at ,he 100-percent position by a second
tension bar. Upon retraction, small springs at the panel hinge
lines cause the panels to rcfold in the proper direction. "File
lower 30 percent of the panels fold into the containment box
first, followed by the upper 70 percent. Upon reaching the
fully stowed posilit_n, the mast causes the box cover to latch
in place v, ith a preload force applied to the panels.
The SAFE wing is attached to the side of a support struc-
ture, and the support structure is attached to a truss within
the orbiter cargo bay. Special release fittings on the support
structure permit the SAFE wing to be separated from The sup-
port structure in the event of an on-orbit malfunction. A
grapple fitting is provided so _hat the separated structure can
be maneuvered away from the orbiter by the rernote
manipulator arm.
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Also mounted on the support structure is the Data Acquisi-
tion System (DAS) box. The DAS box not only processes the
instrumentation data for recording but also is the primary
electrical interface between the orbiter and the SAFE wing. A
schematic showing the interaction of the DAS box with the
orbiter and the SAFE wing is shown in Fig. I-8. The tape
recorder used to record the instrumentation data processed by
the DAS is a Mark V-Type 4200 produced by Lockheed Elec-
tronics Corporation.
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Section 2
FLIGHT PERFORMANCE AND DATA EVALUATION
Flight testing of the SAFE was performed on September i,
2, and 3, 1984. During this time, 31 tests were performed.
These included extension/retraction tests, Dynamics Aug-
mentation Experiment (DAE) dynamics tests, photogramme-
lynamics tests, and solar cell performance tests. During
I',_;e tests, data in the form of temperatures, mast-base and
mast-tip accelerations, current and voltage produced by the
solar cells, current used by the mast motors, and various
other electrical signals were recorded by the tape recorder.
This data is evaluated and compared _,ith analytical predic-
tions in the following subsections.
2.1 OPERATIONS PERFORMED ON ORBIT
The operations performed on orbit with the SAFE are
listed in Table 2-1 in the order they occurred. For conve-
nience, these operations are numbered according to the data
file number used by MSFC in transmitting the data. Also
listed in this table are the approximate Greenwich Mean Time
(GMT) and Mission Elapsed Time (MEI') for the start of each
operation. Throughout this report, the operations performed
on the experiment will be referenced according to the number
listed in this table. Nt, merical de,,ignators on data files refer
to operations listed in ,he ,able with the tame numerical desig-
nator. Also, if the GMT or MI-T of interest is knov, n, the
operation in process at the time can be determined from
the table.
? " OBSER},EI) PERFORMANCE ON ORBIT
i
In addition to the ,raditional data ct_llccted from instru-
ments, many of (he operations performed on the wing asscm-
bly were recorded on video tape and downlinked to the per-
sonnel at the mission support center. Also, the crew
contributed many of their observations during air-to-ground
transmissions. A significant contribution by the crew was the
realtime monitoring of mast-tip motion with the Nikon cam-
era and 500-ram lens during the daylight dynamics tests. Fur-
thermore, a subset of the instrumentation data was periodi-
cally displayed in realtime to ground support personnel. A
summary of the array behavior based on these information
sources alone is presented in the following paragraphs. Only
observed behavior is reported here; discussion and explana-
tion of the behavior is delayed until Section 2.4.
During the first extension of the array from the stowed
position to 70-percent extended (operation 2), sticking
between adjacent panels caused nonuniform unfolding
motion of the blanket. This sticking _as also observed in the
lower 30 percent of the panels in the first extension from
the 70-percent position to the 100-percent position (opera-
tion 16). In all subsequent extensions, the panels unfolded in
a uniform, accordion fashion. The sticking had previously
been observed in ground test, but the motion was more dra-
matic in the flight zero-g environment. At no time did the
sticking cause an operational problem or threaten successful
array extension. Motor current during all extcn,,ions and
retractions compared closely _,'ith that measured during
ground test.
When deployed to the 70-percent position, the array
appeared to be ,,lightly but uniforndy twisted. I-he twist v,as
,,uch that the ,,,arboard edge of the blanket v, as farther from
the crew cabin than the port edge. l-his ,v, ist appeared c,,sen-
t ially con,,tant throughout the mission.
Panel oscillation was obser_,ed during the last 15 or 20 feet
of tile array-retraction events. The crew reported a similar
2-2
Table 2-1 SU,_tMARY OF SAFE OPERA lIONS
File
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
Operation __
Unlock Mast
ist Extension
Ist Retraction
2nd Extension
SAE Dyn 70% O/P
DAE Dyn 70% O/P
2nd Retraction
3rd Extension
Solar Cell Modules
SAE Dyn 70% MIM
DAE Dyn 70% M/M
SAE Dyn 70% O/P
DAE Dyn 70% I/P
SAE Dyn 70% M/M
DAE Dyn 70% M/M
1st Extension to 100%
SAE Dyn 100% O/P
1st Retract 100% to 70%
2rid Extension to 100%
SAE Dyn 100% M/M
2nd Retract 100% to 70%
Retract 70% to 0%
4th Extension
Solar Cell Modules
Solar Cell Modules
DAE Dyn 70% M/M
SAE Dyn 70%M/M
DAE Dyn 70% I/P
SAE Dyn 70% I/P
Last Retraction
Lock Mast
GMT
r _
245: 16: 41:34
245: 17: 34:43
245:17:59:39
245:19:04:52
245: 19: 25:27
245:20: 13:27
2,15: 20: 48:45
246: 10: 40:07
246: 11: 27:54
246: 13: 29:27
246:14:21:55
246:15:00:26
246: 15:52:32
246: 16: 30:22
246:17:23:04
246: 17:53:12
246:18:06:29
246: 18: 18:42
246: 19: 16:58
246: 19: 31:29
246: 19: 47:19
246: 19: 54:28
247: 14: 37:15
247: 14:49:58
247: 15: 39:15
247:16: 02:11
247: 16: 37:24
247: 17: 32:39
247: 18:07:22
247: 18: 19:19
247: 19: 50:09
MET
2: 03: 59:43
2:04:52:52
2: 05: 17:48
2: 06:23:01
2: 06: 43:36
2:07:31:36
2:08:06:54
2:21:58:16
2:22:46:03
3:00:47:36
3:01:40:04
3: 02: 18:35
3: 03: I0:41
3: 03: 48:31
3:04:41:13
3: 05: II: 21
3: 05: 24:38
3: 05:36:51
3:06: 35:07
3: 06: 49:38
3:07:05:28
3:07: 12:37
4:01:55:24
4: 02: 08:07
4:02:57:24
4:03:20:20
4:03:55:33
4:04:50:48
4:05: 25:31
4:05:37:28
4: 07: 08:18
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-illation shortly after the slart of retraction from the
-,O-percenl position, but this observalion ,,,,as not included in
the do,anlinked _ideo lade co'erage. The panel os,:illation
during the last 15 or 20 feet of retraction began small and then
grew until the panels ,,ere nearly ,,lapping each c,thcr in an
"accordion" mode. No similar motion ,.,,as observed ,luring
extension e,,ent_,. As with the panel ,,tKking beha'ior, Ihe
panel oscillation caused no operalional problems and no
abnormal motor-current usage.
\Vith the array extended to the 70-percent position, the
crew reported thal the blanket curved about its h-mgiludinal
axis (about the matt) after coming out of the darkness. The
curvature ,,va_ such that the edges of the blanket were closer to
the cre,.v cabin than was the center of the blanket. The orbiter
v,'a_ in a tail-to-Earth attitude at the time of this report. After
approxirnatcl_ ten minutes in the daylight in this attitude, the
crew reported thal the blanket had flattened out. The crew
observed the curvature during the darkness by using a flash-
light and turning on the cargo bay lights. This behavior, cur'-
ing in the darknegs and flattening in the daylight, was
repeated f:,r each orbit v_hile in the tail-to-Earth altitude.
Later in the mission, when the orbiter was oriented ',.ith its
tail to the sun for the solar cell performance test, the blanket
remained curved for the entire daylight portion of the orbit.
In this attitude, the cur'_ature appeared more severe than.
,served earlier. In no case did the blanket curvature impair
"arie depioycd array performance or the panel folding behavior
during extension or retraction.
in general, the array-tip displacements during dynamic
tests were smaller than the values computed in preflight anal-
ysis. This difference '_,'as desirable since the flight rules would
not permit maneuvering the orbiter _,ith the array extended
unless preflight predictions w'ere verified to be accurate or
conser_,ative. That m?asured deflections were smaller than
computed deflections was not surprising since the compu-
tations were performed using 0.5 percent modal damping to
be conser,,ative in mast Iongeron load predictions. For the
out-of-plane tests, the measured and computed tip displace-
ments malched more closely than for the in-plane or multi-
modal tests.
While the magnitude of the lip deflections was adequate for
verification of the dynamic models, larger tip deflections _'ith
more cycles of motion in the free decay period _,ere desired
for enhanced demonstration of the capabililics of the DAE
and photogrammel[ic measurement systems. Therefore, the
programmed thru,,ter firings for operations 26, 27, 2g, and 29
were modified to produce a 50-percent increase in tip dis-
placement as predicted _,'ith a response model using 0.5 pc,--
cent modal damping. These changes If the thru,,tcr firings did
not produce the desired increase in tip displacements. The
,asurcd peak di,,placcments were no larger, and in some
"-,.,Ises smaller, than those measured in the previous tests.
Temperalurcs for the monitored components remained well
w.ilhin their operational limits throughout the flighl. Motor
temperalures during the extension and retraction events ,,sere
normally in the +20°Fro +30:F range. The tape recorder
also stayed in this general temperature range most of the time.
The healer,, for the motors and tape recorder carne on several
times during one short period of the flight. The heaters for
the DAS box were never acli_,e because lhe box remained near
+40_F for the entire flight.
The retraction of the mast from the soft-stop position to
the hard-retract position ,a'as perf _rmed in operation 31. This
evenl went smoothly, and peak mator current was sonaev,hat
less than measured in ground lest. The microsv, itch signals
indicated that the mast and locking levers were in the stow'ed
position and ready for landing.
2.3 I)ESCRIP'I-ION OF DATA
A large quaniily of data from a variely of sources has been
received for evaluating the flight performance of the SAFE.
Much of this data has been carefully scrutinized. Other data
sets were intended primarily as diagnostic took, and, since no
operational problems ,,,.ere encountered, these have received
littD attention. Listed in this subseclion are the data sets
received by LMSC for evaluating Ihe experiment perfor-
mance. Absent from this list are data from the DAE or the
photogrammetrie experiments. Although there has been some
verbal communication with the Principal Investigators for
these experiments and some preliminary reports have been
exchanged, the integration of the LMSC data evaluation with
the DAE and photogrammctric data is the responsibility of
MSFC. Their summary report will be issued separately.
Visual data consist of the following:
• Color positives, 35 mm, of exposures taken _ith the Nikon
camera and 500-ram lens for the first dynamics lest at
70-percent extension (operalion 5) and the first dynamics
test at IO0-pcrcenl extension (operation 17): sixty-four
e',posures for each le,,t at t_,'o-second intervals at the
70-percenl position and at four-second intervals at the
100-percent position
• Twenty-eighl video tapes from the orbiter video cameras in
the cargo bay, each tape approxintately 20 to 30 minutes in
duration
• 1-v,o video tape,, of the downlinkcd video coverage
• Color prints from a 70-ram itasslcblad camera
Acceh, rometer data consisl of the following:
• Pit)l,, of acceleration versus time for the three base acceler-
omelets and three lip accelcromelers during each exlen.,ion,
retraction, and dynamics test
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• 9anded scale plots of acceleration versus time for the
_.,ree base and three tip accelerometers during the period or
the forcing function for each dynamics test
• Pov, er Spectral Dcnsitie.s (PSOs) of the acceleration data
from the tip acceleromcters during each accelerometcr test
• Base motion acceleration of the orbiter for the firing of
each of the vernier thrusters used in the dynamics tests
• Firing time and duration data for each of the vernier thrust-
ers used in the dynamics tests
Temperature data consist of the folloss'ing:
• Plots of temperature versus time for each of the three
groups of solar cells during each performance test
• Plots of temperature versus time for the container cover,
too:or 1, motor 2, the DAS box, and tape recorder for each
ex:ension, retraction, dynamics test, and solar cell perfor-
mance test
Electrical data consist of the following:
• r-'urrent versus ".oltage plots for each of the three groups of
ar cells during each performance test
• Plots of motor current versus time r r each extension and
retraction e_ent and PSDs of these plots
• Plots of voltage versus time for the + 12V, - 15V, Gnd,
+ 5V, + 15V, 28V Pri, and 28V Aux during each extension,
retraction, and dynamics test
• Listing of the discrete signal values
Miscellaneous data consist of the following:
• Flight operations log
• Video t'rpe log
• Computer listing of orbiter attitude parameters during the
flight
2.4 COMPARISON OF FI.IGIlT DATA AND
•_N-_I,YTICAI, PRH)ICTIONS
Rc,.o,tciliation of flight data with analytical predictions is a
fundamental objective of this report. Explanations for nearly
aP _ifferences between the f]iglll beha'.i_r and preflight
eL._._lalions have been deseloped from the posll]ight te,,ting
and data analysis. These explanations are conlained in the
follo_,ing subsect ions.
2.4.1 Wing Extension and Retraction Behavior
As mentioned in Section 2.2, sticking between adjacent
panels caused nonuniform unfolding of the panels during the
first extension from stowed to the 70-percent position and
during the first extension from the 70-percent to the
100-percent position. This sticking behavtor had previously
been observed iu ground test. it is caused by trace amounts of
stray adhesive, most likely Isotac transfer adhesive, used
extensively in the construction of the blanket. The adhesive is
only 0.5-mil thick and nearly clear so that trace amounts are
very difficult to locate and remove. Since the blanket was
stowed for approximately eight months before flight with a
3000-pound preload applied, the adhesive had opportunity to
stick adjacent panels together. The zero-g environment of
flight caused more dramatic unfolding irregularities than in
ground test, but at no time did the irregularities cause any
operational problems. Since the full preload was never reap-
plied until the last retraction event, the extensions following
the first extension to 70 percent and the first extension from
70 percent to 100 percent exhibited no sticking. In these exten-
sions, the panel motion was regular and accordion-like.
The panel motion in the retraction events was s, ell behaved
except for an oscillation that began developing when the mast
was extended 15 to 20 feet. The oscillation grew in magnitude
as retraction continued and then decreased near the soft-stop
position. The oscillation appeared to be an excitation of a
local "accordion mode" such that adjacent panels almost
slapped one another at the peak of the excitation. The crew
reported a similar oscillation shortly after starting to retract
from the 70-percent position. Evaluation of the video tapes
showing the oscillation near the end of retraction indi-
cates that the frequency of oscillation was approximately
0.75 hertz. This estimate is confirmed by PSDs of the tip
accelerometers and the motor current during the retraction
events which show a frequency at 0.70 to 0.73 hertz. The fre-
quency was further confirmed by directing a sideo camera at
the base of the mast canister during the postflight extension
and retraction test. The conditio_:s for this test are not identi-
cal to flight: in the test setup, the blanket centerline is con-
strained to a straight line and the mast canister is free to
pivot, but, in flight, the canister is fixed to the orbiter and the
blanket is unrestraint'd. Nevertheless, the "nodding" fre-
quency of the canisler was measured at 0.69 hertz in the tests,
and this motion almost certainly caused the oscillation
ob,,crved in flight.
To further understand the oscillation, the frequency of the
first three modes of the partially deployed mast were com-
puted by ignoring the mass of the deployed mast and blanket.
This computalion results in a model Ihal is basically a mass-
less beam with the tip mass and inertia of the contain-
merit box cover. The results of this evaluation are sho_n in
Fig. 2-1. As seen in this figure, both the in-plane and out-of-
plane modes have frequencies near the observed oscilh|lion
frequencyv, hen the deplo_,ed length is 20 feet. If the calcula-
tions ,.,,+ere refined to include the mass of the deployed mast
and a portioa of the deployed blanket mass, 'he frequency
cur,,es v,ould all be slightly ioxvered in this figure.
The most likely source of the disturbance causing the
obser'_ed oscillation is the motion of the rotating nut assem-
bly. One might expect the frequency at s_,'hich the Iongeron
rollers exit the rolating nut to match the frequency of oscilla-
tion. This match seems likely since a ve,y small amount of
mast deformation accompanies the release of a longeron
roller, tlossever, this disturbance frequency is 0.17 hertz,
and, therefore, not close to the frequency of the observed
oscillation. Since it takes four turns of the rotating nut to
release each set of Iongeron rollers, the rotational frequency
of the rotating nut is 0.68 hertz, v, hich matches closely the
frequency of the obser,, ed oscillation. Thus, the panel oscilla-
tion _eenv, to he caused by a resonance, occurring during the
last 20 feet of retraction, bctv, een the rotational frequency of
the rotating nut and the cantilevered mast modes The distur-
bances in the mast exciled the ,,e', eral most outboard panels of
the array causing the ob,,erved panel oscillation.
The fact that this oscilla:ion ,,,,as greatly diminished during
extension may be due to differences in panel groupings
betv,een extension and retraction. Another difference
bet,*een the extension and retraction events is thai, during
retraction, strain energy is being stored in the mast as it enters
the canister, whereas, during extension, strain energy is being
released from the mast as it exits the caniqer. The oscillation
observed shortly after starting retraction from the 70-percent
position occurred most likely at another resonance position.
For instance, the frequency of the cantilevered mast is
approximately 0.17 hertz at a deployed length of 56 feet,
w'hich does match the frequency at which Iongeron rollers exit
the canister.
l-he times required for the motors to extend and retract the
mast during the flight are shov, n in Ta};e 2-2, as are the times
as measured in the preflight and postflight tests. The time
required to go back and forth from the fully stov, ed position
to the soft-stop position is not listed in the comparison since
the allov, iable range of soft-stop positions is a significant part
of the total mast travel for these events. The results that are
li:,ted in this figure sho_ that the mas extension and retrac-
tion rate during flight v,as somewhat faster than the pre- and
postflight ground tests. This difference is due to the fac' that
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orbiter voltage during flight averaged 30,6 volts, _hereas all
round tests were conducted at 28.0 volts. Acceptance tests
performed on the mast alone showed that the extension and
retraction rate is nearly linear with vohage. It is interesting to
note that both the extension and retraction rates increased
throughout the flight, almost as if the drive system were
"wearing in." No explanation for this behavior is known.
The motor current used by the t_o motor_ that extend and
retract the mast is summarized in Table 2-3. The current pro-
files for the mast nut unlock and mast nut lock e_ents are
Table 2-2 SUMM 4 R Y OF EXTENSION/RETRA CTION TIME
Extension from
Soft Stop to 70%
Extension from
70% to 100%
Retraction from
100% to 70%
Retraction from
70% to Soft Stop
Flight
533
221
199
523
Average Times (seconds)
Preflight
582
226
221
569
Postflight
596
236
222
567
Operation
Number
3
4
7
8
16
18
19
21
22
23
30
31
Table 2-3 SU,WMAR Y OF AIOTOR CURRENT USAGE
E vent Description
Mast Nut Unlock
First Extension, 70%
First Retraction
Second Extension, 70%
Second Retraction
Third Extension, 70%
Extend to 100%
Retract to 70%
Extend to 100%
Retract to 70%
Retract
Extend to 70%
Retract
Mast Nut Lock
Motor 2, Avg/Pe.k, Stowod to Soft Stop
Motor 2,Avl(, Stowed to 70%
Motor 2, Avff, 70% to 100%
Motor I,Avg. 100% to 70%
Motor I,Av K. 70,%to SoftStop
]- ,Xh,tor !, Avg/Peak. Soft Stop to Stowe(l
*See Figuros 2 2 and 2 3 f,,rct,rrent l)rofile.
Average/Peak Average
Number .MotorCurrent Voltage
4.9/7.3*
5.5
4.7
4.7
4.1
4.2
6.5
3.7
5.9
3.4
3.2
3.8
3._t "
6.5/I 1.9*
31.0
30.7
30.8
30.7
30.7
30.7
30.9
30.7
30.8
30.4
30.3
30.2
30.4
t-'light ('urrent
(A)
4.9/7.3
4.6
6.2
3.6
4.0
6.5/1!.9
PreflightCurrent
(_)
4.8/7. 1
3.3
3.5
3,2
3,0
7.3/ll.5
Post flight Current
(A)
4.7/6.0
3.2
3.4
3.1
3.2
7.2/11,4
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sho,.,, n in Fig. 2-2 and 2-3, re,_pecfi_,el.v, lTor these l_,,o e,,e||ts,
-._ the current u_age during flight and lhat during ground les,l
match clo,,ely. For the remainder of the extensions and retrac-
tion% the current usage in flight is slightly higher than _n
ground test. [he Inost likely cau_,e for tl_e current increase
relative _o grot|nd test,, is the higher operating _.oltage, a_ dis-
cussed in the previous paragraph. Also, the blanket tension
loads are reacted differently in [light than in ground lest. In
{light, the moment in the maq due to the offset tern,ion loads
causes the maq Io bend _iud produces reaction loads on the
Iongeron pb, ot fitting_ ,,,,here lhc ma,_t enters the caniqer.
These loads increase the motor current required to drb._: the
maq. Durin._ ground test, the mast _,upport ,,)'stem reacts a
portion of the moment load,, so that the full tnoment load is
not reacted t,y the Iongeron pi,,ot fittings. Thus, the moment
at the mast base during ground test it reduced from the flight
condition. The net current u,,age depends not only on lhe
bending monlent at lhu bate of the mast but also on the v,ork
being done by the motors on the tension system during exten-
sion and b> the tension s_,,stem on the motor,, during retrac-
tion. Therefore, the current xalues vary among tt_e extensions
Io lhe "7,0-percent position, the extensions from the 70-percent
to the IOO-percent position, and the retractions over _l|ese
same interxals. Con,,idering the fact that the stall currenl
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e for each molor is 25 amperes, the current variations
b'_`'`,ccn flight and ground te,,t are v,ell v, ithin acceptable
le_,cls.
2.4.2 _A'in_ T_i,,t l-:_,alnalion
_,Vhilc deplo.vcd on orbit, the SAFE ;`,ing cxhil',itcd a visu-
all}' delectable tv, i,,t o',er its length. -1-he l_,,ist ,,,,as constant for
tile duration of the flight, and, bccause the t`,sist had pre_i-
ouqy been obser`,ed in ground test, i' i,, bclie`,cd to be of man-
ufacturing rather lhan en'. ironmental origin.
The t,,sisl in the array is cau,,ed by a l`',,ist in the mast, and
the t`,`'is,t ill tile tna,l is caused b_, unequal lengths of crossing
diagonal ',,.ires. Vshen firs! constructed, the mast shape `'`,as
measured tin a `'_alcr table _shcrc r.he manufactured t_ist _as
measured to be approximately four to six dcgree_. Tiff,, twisl
',',as reduced to less than one degree by ,.electively replaci,lg
diagonab, `,sith others of slightly different length. The ,,uccess
of thi,, effort demcmstrated tile senqti',it.v of ma,,t t,,vist tc,
diagonal length differences. ,Much later during electromag-
netic interference te,,ling of the ma,,t nlotors and drive dec-
tronics, the diagonals in the outermost bays of the mast `'`,'ere
damaged by overcycling that part of the mast. Foliov, il:y a
thorough inspection, all diagonals in the oulermo,,t 16 feet of
the mast `,,,ere replaced ( 126 diagonals), in addition to I i diag-
onals distributed throughout the remainder of the ma,,l. Due
to cost a nd schedule con,,iderations, measuremenl of the in,.t_l
t`,`,isl `,,,as not repeated on a water table at this lime.
later ',,,hen the mast and canisler were attached to the con-
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tainmcm box and installed in the horizonlal deployn]cnt fix-
ture. a small amount of tv, ist was evident in the outer bays of
the mast. Since this test fixture constrains themast in torsion,
mea,,urenlenls of twist in the fixture are not meaningful. The
direction of t_i,,t was, howe+.er, the same as that in flight.
Calculations at that time predicted the mast tv, ist to be
6.9 degrees or less. Since tile Contract End Item Specifica-
tions for the mast permits ten degrees of mast tv, i,,t, the
apparent ma,,t t_ist _,as con,ddered acceptable.
The arra)tx_ist on orbit was measured v,i!h the DAlE and A -- --
the photogrammctry meas|.lrcrnent systems. The DAE mea-
surements v,ere all taken at 70-percem extension at the ,,ra-
tion,, shov, n in Fig. 2-4. Section AA represent,, the eon, ain-
mcnt box co_er; thus, the di,,placement of targets at this B- --
stalion define,, the twist of the array tip relati,.e to the base.
The mea,,urements for this station are shov,'n in Fig. 2-5. By
scaling from this figure, the array tv.ist is determined to be
7.4 degrees. MSFC has reported the tv, ist to be 7.8 degrees,
and the phc,:ogrammetry data ,,hov, similar results. Since no
D.XE test,, ,*ere conducted at 100-percem extension, the only
source oftx_ist measurement at this position ,.,,ill be the pholo-
grammetr_, data si',tem. At this time, the data for these tv.ist
nlca_urements have not been processed.
2.4.3 Pand Curvature E, alualion
A, di,,cu,,,,ed in Section 2.2, the trey, obser, ed the array
blanket to be cur.cd about the mast during the dark portion
of the -¢-Xt., ' _t_,,,, attitude (Fig. 2-27). After approximately
ten minutes in the da_,light portion of an orbit in this attitude,
the blanket flattened out. This beha_,ior v,'a_ repeated for each
orbit in this attitude. Additionally, the blanket ,,,,'as cur, ed
during the entire daylight portion of the + X,,t attitude v, hen
the ,.,alar cell performance test ,,,,as being conducted. A photo-
graph of the cursed panel is shown in I-ig. 2-6. 'the panel
cur'. ature, as measured v, ith the I):k[: for the terrier section of
the blanket, is ,hewn in Fig. 2-7. [his nwaqtrement sho,,_,s the
panel edges to be approximatcl_ ten inchc,+ clo,,er to the crew
cabin than the panel center. The panel _.nrvature v.a_ grc,tlcst
neat the midpoint of the blanket length (,,cotton ('(" in
|-i_d. 2-41 and '+apercd off toward the blanket tip and base (see-
lion,, liband I)I), rcspccti_.cl_,).
I he ob,crxcd panel curvature did not impair the electrical
po_,cr.gencrating cai',abilit)of the depleted array or the
panel folding bch;Ivior tlttrit]g extension and retraction. Nev-
erthcle',,< con,,iderablc elfort It;isbccn CXl'_ended to under-
",+i',llltl the ¢3H",e tit the pallet curvature. ]he de',ire for u,der-
,.t.trt,.liug the panel cttt',,,tture is to prctlicl its occtirrenc¢ :lnd
ex:.tlu;tle it', elleels el| fulur¢ tlcsign,, for large ',olaF ,|rra),,.
%illt..c the panels Ctlr, cd during the dark portion t_f the tail Io-
Iarth ,.|llitude and tLttlencd t,ul tlurittg the da._lighl portion
of tilt2 orbit, the pos,,ibilil> of rclltli_.e thermal gro,.',lh
bct_,ccn different materials in the bl,mkct i., ccrf,inl,, a likely
ca._e of the panel curvature. However, Ihi_ cattle does not
explain the curvature observed during the entire daylight por-
tion of the solar inertial attitude. Nevertheles,,, a knowledge
of the blanket materials and con,,lruction is necessary to
under,,tand the panel curvature.
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Blanket Construction Details. Each panel contains a light-
weight frame member that disciplines the motion of the pan-
els during the extension and retraction events. The discipline
is most important during retraction when all the panels must
fold in an accordion fashion if they are to stow neatly within
the containment box. To ensure that the panels all fold in the
proper direction, leaf springs at the panel hinge lines apply a
small torque vo the frame members of adjacent panels. The
panel hinges are of the "piano hinge" type. The alternate
hinge loops from each panel are produced by notching the
Kapton substrate every one inch, folding each tab over on
itself, and Ixmding it down. A small-diameter rod of S-Glass
epoxy is threaded through the alternate hinge loops from each
panel to join them and complete the piano hinge.
Graphite epoxy is used for the panel frame members
b,.._ause its high modulw, of ela.,ticity permits the desired
frame stiffness to be achieved v,ith relatively small frame
member,, ttome',er, due to the high cost of fabricating graph-
ite epox) frame member% only the outermost five panels on
the blanket mere fitted +ith frames m;+de from graphite
er_3xy. The remaining 79 panels _,ere fitted ,_ilh frames made
from aluminum +ith dimensions that produce the same bend-
ing stiffness as the graphite epox)' frames. For this reason, the
aluminum frames are con,,iderably _,ider than the graphite
frames.
Relative thermal gro_,th hetv.een the S-glass epoxy hinge
rod,, and the Kapton hinge loops is accommodated because
the hinge rod, are free to ,,lide through the hinge loops in the
cross panel direction. Relative thermal growth between the
panel frames and the Kapton panels is accommodated by
attaching the frames to the panels with Kapton slee,,es A
sketch of this concept is shown in Fig. 2-8.
Dimensions for the cross-panel frame members and sleeves
are shown in Fig. 2-9. For both types of frames, the sleeves
were oversized enough so that frame-to-sleeve clearance
would exist over the temperature range from -240 ° to
+ 240°F. Since aluminum and l,'apton have similar coeffi-
cients of thermal expansion, only 0.050 inch of clearance is
required between the Kapton slee_,e and the aluminum frame.
Since Kapton and graphite epoxy have considerably different
coefficients of thermal expansion, a clearance of 0.265 inch is
required to accommodate the relatb, e thermal gro,,,.th.
l,oss of Clearance Between Aluminum Frame Members and
Kapton Sleeves. Investigation of the panel curvature has
revealed a number of reasons to suggest that its probable
cause was loss of the nominal O.050-inch gap between the alu-
minum frames and Kapton slee_,es.
The first reason is that, _,hilc the design _a_ si,,ed "for rela-
ti'.ely large bulk temperature change,,, it _,as no! sized for
temperature differences betv, een the aluminum and Kapton.
[:requcntly, conser_,ative bulk lempewature a,,sumptions will
accornmodate the gmv, th caused by relatb, e lempcrature dif-
ferences. This is not the case, however, _,hen the cocffficient,,
of thermal expansion of the I_,o materials arc nearly equal.
There is reason to belie,,e that the ahmfinum frame,, actually
ran hotter lhan the Kaplon ,,lee_,ing material, i':,,idence of this
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Fig. 2-8 Sleeve Construction for Panel Frames
DETAIL
GRAPHITE ALUMINUM
FRAMES FRAMES
A 0. 251 1.8
8 0. 265 0. 050
c_ 13 10 6 IN./IN _OF
AL
C_KAPTON 11.1.10 G IN.,IN./OF
GRAPHITE 0.38-10 6 IN/IN/OF
T -- 70°F * 240 °F
i'Tg. 2-9 Panel Frame and Sh,eve Dimen_ion_
2.-13
1: 3menum was demonstrated in the panel-curvature tests
to'_e discussed in a subsequent paragraph.
Another reason for the inadequacy of the 0.050-inch gap is
that Kapton increases dimension significantly with water
absorption. If a panel is manufactured in a humid environ-
ment and then placed into the vacuum of sp_ce, the Kapton
will contract as the moisture is released. Using a contraction
coefficient of 2.2 × 10 -' in./in, per percent change in rela-
tive humidity, the half-panel contraction for a panel assem-
bled in a 50-_:crcent relati,,e humidity environment _xould be
0.0825 inches. This contraction would eliminate the nominal
clearance of 0.050 inch between the cross-panel fro,me mem-
ber and the Kapton sleeve.
Kapton will also shrink as the residual stresses, caused
when the material is wound on rolls during manufacturing,
relax. These stresses are relieved the first time the material is
heated in a condition under which it is free to contract. In the
case of the SAFE panels, the "machine direction" is the
13.5-foot dimension of the panel, so that any shrinkage
would contribute to a reduction in the frame-to-sleeve clear-
ance. This shrinkage should be approximately 0.040 inch over
the half-panel width.
An uncertain value for the coefficient of thermal expansion
for Kapton might also cause the 0.050-inch frame-to-sleeve
clearance to be inadequate. The value of 11 × 10 6 in./
°F shown in Fig. 2-8 was supplied by Dupont; ho'_'ever, a
c_'siderable range of values has been documented in the
literature.
Finally, the 0.050-inch gap between the aluminum frames
and Kapton sleeves may have been inadeq_ate because of the
difficulty in maintaining this tolerance over a 13.5-foot span
,vith bonded construction techniques. Any tension in the
panel at the time of bonding or any misalignment in the sleeve
segments would effectively reduce .he intended gap at one
location or another.
In conclusion, the gap between the aluminum frames and
the Kapton sleeves was probably inadequate due to tempera-
lure uncertainties, shrinkage factors thal were not realized as
significant, material property variations, and manufacturing
considerations. Because the aluminum frames are offsel on
one side of the Kapton panel (the cell side), shrinkage of the
K'apton would cause the panel assembly to bend in a direction
that gi_'es the frame members a larger radius of cur,'art|re
than the Kapton panel. This is exactly the direction of panel
cur.ature observed at all times during the flight test of the
experiment. Additional evidence that the panel curvature was
caused by inadequate gap between the aluminutn fran, es and
Kapton deeves was observed in the postflight curvature tests
performed on fb, e of the flight panels.
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Panel Curvature Test. A panel-curvature test was performed
on flight panels 3 through 7 (as measured from the array tip)
by removing the panels from the blanket after the postflight
extension and retraction tests. Panels 3, 4, and 5 have graph-
ite epoxy frames, and panels 6 and 7 have aluminum frames.
The panels were oriented in a test fixture as shown in
Fig. 2-10. By selecting five panels, the panel weight produced
a tension at the upper hinge line nearly equal to the uniform
flight tension. Because the tests were to be exploratory, they
were performed in room ambient conditions where test vari-
ables could be easily changed. The intent or the tests was not
necessaril2, to reproduce the magnitude of flight curvature but
to produce some curvature and to determine the source of it.
Radiant lamps were used to heat the panels from the cell side,
from the back side, or from both sides simultaneously. The
lamps could be raised or lowered so that the heat could be
directed at the panels with aluminum frames or at the panels
with graphite epoxy frames. The frame temperatures were
monitored with thermocouples, and the upper temperature
limit was chosen as 176°F. This is the maximum solar cell
temperature observed during the flight.
A particularly sensitive panel-support system was chosen
for the tests since extremely small external forces can produce
panel curvature and mask the intended curvature measure-
ments. The selected support method consisted of seven pairs
of styrofoam floats in two overhead water tanks as shown in
Fig. 2-1 I. The float pairs were ,:onnected by aluminum cross
beams, and a vertical rod from each cross beam picked up the
panel. A test in progress with the lamps lowered to illuminate
the par, els with graphite epoxy frames is shown in Fiz. 2-12.
Tests were first performed with all five panels hinged
together in the test fixture. The panels with aluminum frames
were heated from the cell side, from the back side, and from
.both sides simultaneously. The same was done for the panels
with the graphite epoxy frames. Next, the panels with the
graphite epoxy frames were separated from the panels with
the aluminum frar._c_, and each group of panels was tc,,led
separately.
In general, the curva'ure produced in the tests was consid-
erably less than the cur, ature observed in flight. At most
three or four inches of cur, ature were measured as opposed
to ten inches observed in flight. Nevertheless, some important
cur, aturc trends _cre observed. Perhaps e,,en more impor-
tant, close inspection of the panels showed that the most out-
board cross-panel frame members were no longer centered in
the Kapton sleeves even under ambient conditions. This ,,,,as
true for both the panels with the aluminum frames and the
panels _ith the graphite epox2r frames, l:or the panels with the
aluminum frames, the 0.050-inch gap on the outboard side
was complcteb eliminated, and the frame members were
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Fig. 2-10 Panel Curvature Test Method
Fig. 2-11 Water Tanks and i.'loat S)'_tem for Panel Curvature Test
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"hard tip" against tile qee,.es. For the panels v, ith the graph-
:'e epoxy flames, the gap on the inboard side was increased,
ad the gap on the outboard side was reduced but not to the
point of elimination. This obsersation is consistent with Kap-
ton's tendency to ,,hrink upon relief of manu fact uring st resses
and/or humidity change. In all cases when the panels v, ilh the
aluminun_ frame,, were heated, the panels curved in the same
direction a,, in l]ight. This was true ,ahether the panels ',,,'ere
heated from the cell side, the backside, or both sides. Relative
grov, th of the aluminum frames in the outboard direction rel-
ati,,e to the Kapton panel _as visually e,,idenl in these tests, if
con,.cctive heat transfer effects are ignored, this obser,.ation
indicates that the aluminum frame members operated at a
higher temperature than the Kaplc, n substrale. When frame
insulation in the form of silveri/ed fiberglass cloth ,.,,'as used
to block the direct radialise heal transfer from the lamps to
the frames, the panels cur',ed in the same direction but ,.vi'h
reduced magnil ude.
1-o gain additional evidence tha! the panel cur, ature ,,,,as
the re,,ult of interference between ;he aluminunl frames and
the Kapton panel, 0.003-inch copper shims were slipped over
the outermost cross panel frame members. The shims effec-
tb, cly increased the frame length, thereby worsening the situa-
tion cau,,ed b,, the Kaplon shrinkage. When the panels ',,,ere
heated in this ccmfiguration, the resulting curvature ,,,,,as of a
magnitude larger than pre',iously measured.
In surnnlary, the panel cur',alure ob,,crved on orbit seems
to have been caused by an inadequate gap between the alumi-
num frames and Kaplon sleeves. The major factors contribut-
ing {o the inadequacy of the gap are Kapton shrinkage factors
not considered in the design and temperature differences
bct_,',een Ihe aluminum frames and the Kapton. The elevated
frame temperature relali,,e 1o the Kaplon, ,,,,hen combined
v, iih inadequate gap dtie to Kapion shrinkage, caused the
panels to curve in the direction obser,,ed in flight.
As a result of this investigation and set of iesls, a list of
meaqlres to be con,,idered in fulure designs io elhuinate panel
cur,ait, re has been formulated. These considerations are
Iislcd in Fig. 2-13. In addilion, the final design for future
applications should be subjected to a panel curvature tesl
performed iu a _hermal vacuum chamber Io verify the design
adequacy.
* BE AWARE OF CURVATURE SENSITIVITY
• AVOID MATERIAL MISMATCH IN FRAMES
• DESIGN FOR FRAME TO KAPTON
TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCES
• DESIGN FOR ALL KAPTON SHRINKAGE
COEFFICIENTS AND/OR PRE-PROCESS
KAPTON
• LUBRICATE OR COAT FRAME MEMBERS
• INCREASE SLEEVE OVERLAP AT
ADHESIVE STRIP
• LUBRICATE OR COAT HINGE PINS,
CONSIDER ALUMINUM HINGE PINS
• ELIMINATE OUTER CROSS PANEL SLEEVE.
CONSIDER SLEEVE REDUCTION IN
GENERAL
• INSPECT COMPLETED PANEL
ASSEMBLIES FOR FRAME FREEDOM
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OF POOR QUALITY
_,, bile the SAFE demonstrated the readiness of advanced
solar array technology, it was also important as a test bed for
large ,,pace structures. Motion data resulting from planned
firings of the orbiter thrusters have been collected, and these
flight data are compared with preflight analytical predictions
in the follo,,ving paragraphs.
Data Sources. The principal instrumentation for the solar-
array dynamic response are six accelerometcrs, located as
sho_,,n in Fig. 2-14, providing acceleration time histories. The
output of these accelerometers was recorded each time the
thru,,ters of the VRCS _ere fired for a dynamics test. Data
recording continued throughout the free response period.
A secondary source of data on mast-tip motion are photo-
graphs of the mast tip :taken from the crew cabin with a
35-ram Nikon camera and 500-ram lens. This system allowed
the crew to monitor the mast-tip motion in realtime by way of
grid lines on the eye piece of the camera. The system
functioned well, and the photographs taken at regular inter-
vals provided additional data at little expense.
These photographs were taken only during the first day-
light dynamics test at 70-percent extension and the first
daylight dynamics test at ]00-percent extension. Sixty-four
frames of film were exposed in each case. The interval
between frames was two seconds at 70-percent extension and
four seconds at 100-percent extension. Typical frames from
COVER X
COVER X _ Y
RT AXIS
J SYSTEM AS
I SHOWN IN
FIG. I-1
X
RMS GRAPPLE FIXTURE
(NOT ACCURATELY LOCATED)
Xl AT CENTER OF COVER
X2 AT END OF COVER
BASE Y _ Z BASE X
v
Fig. 2-14 Accelerometer Locations
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tile Nikon camera are shos,,n in Figs. 2-15 and 2-16 for the
,st extended to the 70-percent and lOO-percent positions,
"respecti_,ely.
Although the camera was incorrectly focused at the IO0-
percent position, the dala can still be used by measuring
motion to the apparent center of the mast-tip target. The
motion of the mast tip versus time is an independent piece of
data that can be compared v,ith the mast-tip time histories
deri_,cd from the second integral of the acccleromcter data.
Orbiter Thrusler Performance. The four VRCS thrusters that
produced the planned experiment disturbances are shown in
Fig. 2-17. The theoretical orbiter accelerations produced at
the base of the experiment by firing each of the thrusters are
sho_'n in Table 2-4. When more than one thruster is firing,
the accelerations must be superimposed to arrive at the net
accelerations at the base of Ihe mast. These accelerations,
combined with a knowledge of the thruster firing-time histo-
ries, determine the base motion accelerations for input into
the d_namic model of the array. The planned thruster firing-
time hi,,tories are listed in Table 2-5. In all cases, it was
intendc_J that the firing be preceded by a quiescent period to
allo_, the displacement and ,,elocity of the experinaent to null
out before each test. During the quiescent period, VRCS fir-
ings for station-keeping ,,sere inhibited and crew motion was
minimized in order to limit disturbantes to the experiment.
these practices ,a'ere also enforced following the planned fir-
ings so that data on experiment motion could be gathered
during a true "free response" period.
in two cases, a deviation occurred from the plan to produce
a quiescent period, perform the intended firings, and then
monitor experiment motion. During the intended quiescent
pcriod preceding event i i, there is e,,idence of VRCS actb, ity
before the planned firings. Therefore, the initial conditions
for this test may not be as near zero as for other tests. The
other deviation occurred in e_,'ent 27 in which the first of the
intended thruster firings did apt occur. In all other cases, the
thruster firings were basically the inlended ones as shown in
Table 2-5. Since the times at which the thrusters were fired
were manually controlled, the actual firings differ slighlly
from the intended firings in all cases. The actual thruster
firing-time histories are shown in Appendix A. These time
histories ,,','ere compiled from orbiter instrumentation. These
thruster firing histories, when combined with the acceleration
Ic, els shown in Table 2-4, result in acceleration-time histories
at the experiment base as contained in Appendix B.
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70% Out of Plane
Table 2-5 TtlRUSTER FIRING-TIME ttlSTORIES
70_o In-Plane 70Z Multi- Modal
t : 0, F51, +F5R for 3.6 sec
t : 8.4, L5D + R5D for 8.0 see
t = 16.88,F5L + F5R for 3.6 sec
t = 25.28,I,5D * RSD for 8.0 sec
t : 0, F5L for 3.36 see and
1,5D for 7.36 see
t : 7.52,F5R for 3.36 sec and
R5D for 7.36 sec
t : 0, 1:5I, for 4.0 see
t : 4.96,R5D for 8.8 see
t = 32.72,F5R for 4.0 see
t = 40.72,I,5D for 8.8 sec
I00_ Out of Plane
t : 0.,F5L + F5R for 4.32 see
t 15.04. 1,5D + R5I) for 9.52 see
100% Multi Modal
t : 0, F5L +F5R for 4.0 see and R5D for 5.52 see
t : 10, L51) for 8.8 see and R5D for 3.28 see
(1.5) 707, Out of l'h, ne
t : 0, 1:5I, fi)r 2.0 see and 1,5D for 4.4 see
t : 7.52, F5R for 2.0 see and R5D for 4.4 see
: 14.96, t:51, for 2.0 sec and 1,51} for 4.4 see
"_"t :: 22.4_, 1:SR for 2,0 sec and RSI) for 4.4 sec
(I-5_) 70_%Multi _h)dal
t : 0, F5I, fi_r 2.48 sec
t : 32.72, I:5R fl)r 2.48 see
t : 56,0, 1,5D for 5.44 sec
t : _00.0, F SI, for 2.48._ec
t : 4.96, R51) far 5.44 see
t : 40.72, 1,5D for 5, 44 sec
t = 65.04, F5R for 2.48 see
t : 10_.0, R5D for 5.44 see
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Aceelerometer Data. Data from the three accelerometers
' ".'ated on the support structure at the base of the experiment
re used very little in evaluating the experiment dynamic per-
formance. Because very low signal levels were being recorded,
the effects of noise-level accelerations and signal shifts due to
temperature changes significanlly degraded the data. As an
example of the data quality from this instrumentation source,
the base accelc[ation-time histories from event 5 are shov, n in
the first three pages of Appendix C.
The data from the three accelerometers on the containment
box cover at the tip of the experiment were of much better
quality. The superior quality resuhs primarily because orbiter
noise-le_.el accelerations are not transmitted to the box cover
by the mast/blanket structure and because accelerometers
with low sensiti,'ity to temperature were chosen for this
location.
Before transmitting this data to LMSC, the accelerations
were filtered and ,,ero-adjusted by MSFC. The filtering elimi-
nated u,_eless high-frequency response content, and the zero-
shift compensated for small dc signal shifts due to tempera-
ture change. Without the zero-adjuqment, the acceleration
signal,, have v ,_uld produced erroneous velocity and di,,place-
ment ,,alues ,.,,hen integrated. The adjusted acceleration-time
histories are contained in Appendix C. PSDs of each of these
acceleration histories are contained in Appendix D.
Displacement-time histories, obtained by taking the second
integral of the acceleration, are contained in Appendix E.
The labeling of the acceleromcter sensitive axes corresponds
v, ith the convention shown in Fig. 2-4. Shown in Table 2-6
are the dominant frequencies for each test record and the
associated modal damping values. These were calculated
from the acceleromcter PSDs by MSFC, using the half-power
method.
Qualit) of Acceleromeler Data. Since much of the dynamics
evaluation is based on the accelerometer data, the quality of
the data is important. As mentioned earlier, the mast-tip
motion as measured with the Nikon camera is independent
data that can be compared v, ith the second integral of the
accelerometer data. The displacement-time history from the
Nikon data for the 70-percent extension is shown in Fig. 2-18.
For convenience, the corresponding data from the second inte-
gral of the accelerometer contained in At,pendix E has been
reproduced and included as Fig. 2-19. The mast-tip displace-
ment from the Nikon data at lO,O-percent extension and from
the accelerorneter data for the same event are sho,,,' n as Figs. 2-
20 and 2-21, respectively. In each case, the integration of the
acceleration data began 15 or 20 seconds before the _tart of the
test e,,ent, so a shift of the time axis is needed to compare the
data. When this shift is done, the time histories from the tv, o
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Table 2- 6
DOMINANT FREQUENCIES AND MODAI, DAMPING VALUES
SUPPLIED BY MSFC
Event
5
6
I0
11
12
13
14
15
17
2O
26
27
28
29
Modal Frequency Modal Damping
(Hz) (% of Critical)
0. 056
0.103
0.11
0. 165
0.058
0. 125
0.058
0. 075
0. 062
0.056
0.099
0. 157
0.065
0.071
0.059
0.075
0. 064
0.068
0. 0375
0. 152
0. 0375
0.0577
0. 144
0.061
0.076
0. 135
O. 060
0.066
0.093
0.063
O. 108
7.0
0.9or 2.6in Y
0.8
1.8
ll.0
3.7
6.0
3.6
I0.0
8.6
3.7
1.8
1.4
3.8
4.5
2.4
1.4
1.3
6.9
1.5
7.2
7.0in Y
1.6
6.7
3.01
2.07
4.5
1.4
3.3
4.4
2.0
data sources show remarkable agreement, particularly true of
the data comparison at 70-percent extension where the Nikon
camera was properly focused. Note, for instance, the "warp-
" of the otherwise sinusoidal trace during the period from
."50"to 60 seconds after the start of the test. Note also the first
full-blown appearance of a second mode in the period of 70 to
75 seconds after the start of the test. Also, the amplitudes from
the t_,o time histories match closely.
It is important to remember that the accelerometer data is
an electronic signal that has been filtered, zero- adjusted, and
double integrated, while the Nikon data is a photographic
record that has been processed by some simple scaling tech-
niques, l'he close match between these two independent
sources of the data lends credence to both of them, but partic-
ularly to the accelerometer data as the basis for evaluation of
the flight dynamic behavior.
ment histories were shown which were acquired by perform-
ing a double integration on the accelerometer signals. The
integration of the acceleration was started 15 or 20 seconds
before the start of the test, and the velocity and displacement
at this time were assumed to be zero. This assumption was
believed to be justified because of the long quiescent period
preceding each test. if true quiescence h;_d been achieved, the
integration could have been started at any point within the 15-
or 20-second period, and the integration would show' no
buildup of velocity or displacement before the start of the
test. That this is not the case in Figs. 2-19 and 2-21 indicates
that .true quiescence was not achie_,ed. The magnitude of the
velocity and displacements that result from integration are
indicative (but not accurate measures) of the experiment tip
motion before test. Evaluation of the photogrammetric data
by NASA LaRC confirms the presence of residual motion
before each test. While the residual motion is a .mall part of
the overall response in the first in-plane or out-of-plane mode
Quie_enee Before Testing. In the previous section, displace- of the experiment, it is sizable compared to the response in the
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second and higher structural modes. As ,,viii be discussed
'.aer, this fact makes c,.aluation of il_e ,,trudural re_,pon,,e,
-- -and part; :ularly of the ,,tructural damping, very difficult in
any bat t: • fundamemal modes of the expcrimenl.
Comparison of Mca,ured and Prcdiclcd I:re(luencie_,. Before
flight, the characicri,,iic Ircqucncic,_ of the expcrimen! v, erc
predicted for the "0-pcrcent-cxlcndcd and 100-pcrccm-
extended po_ition_, lhc_e prediction,, can be compared _ith
the frequencies that conic froln the I'5;I),, of the accclcromclcr
signaN produced b_ %ISF(" and lisled in Table 2-6. Since tile
[requcncie_ coming from the i'5;I)s contain no nlodc-shape
information, the comparison is difficull _ln.'n the prediclcd
frequencic', are clmdy ,paced. <,till, it i_ possible to compare
many of the predicted and measured frequencies in thi_ fash-
ion. The comparison does, ho_excr, imolve some educated
guessing.
A siipporling comparison based on modc-_hape in foNnalion
come_ from the e_alualion of experimcnl blanket molion
perfornlcd b) laR('. Since ihi', ¢_.alualion im.ol,.cd lhe track-
ing of targcl', di,,Iribulcd on lhc blankcl, mode,, v, ilh clo,,cl)
spaced frequencies Call b_: diqingui_hcd b)their _hape. A _um-
mary of lhe freqtlency colnpari_on _, i_ conlained in I-al_le 2-7.
I hi_ table _tlo_vs an e,,cclleni corrclalion of predicted rind illca-
surcd frequencies. Furlher e_idcnce of lhe preflight niodcling
aCCtlrac) i,, gained from the clo_c re:rich bcl_ c'¢n nlca_ured and
ten, puled rhode shiipcs for each o1 lhc_c I'requcncie_.
It is _orth nolhl 7 lhal, in the _alualion pcrfornicd by
I iiR(', lilt" array hi-plane mode was nol cvidcnl in Ihc
re_pon_¢ oflhc e,,enl _clccicd for anal)si_. ]-hi_ fact is consist-
ent _iitl evideilce thai Ihe in-plane mode of lhc experiment i_
very highl) dalllped. ,/ti'_ a re_ull, an)' participalion t,) this
mode should quickly disappear afler Ihc VR('S; firhlg_ arc
complete. ThN conqdcration _ill be di_cu<_cd furlher in a
,,ub,,cqtient sccl ion.
,Modificalion_ to the I)', namic Model..&_ discussed in lhe pre-
vioti_ paragraph,,, Ihe frcquencic,, prediclcd by die preflighl
Table 2-7 CO._IP..IRISON OF PREFi.IGItT FREQUENCY PREDICTION'S B'IT/I AIEASURED FREQUE\-CIt:.g
70 ° Extension
Mode
Out of-Plane Bending
In Plane Bending
Torsion
Out of Plane Bendinl4
Torsion
Out of Plane Bending & Torsion
I007, Extension
Mode
Out of Plalle Bending O.
In Plane Bending 0.
Torsion 0.
()ut of Plane llc/tding 0.
Torsion 0.
Out of Pl;ine Ilen_linl4 t Torsion 0.
Preflight
Prediction
(tlz)
0.0593
0. 0662
0.0764
0.119
0.145
0. 196
Preflight
Prediction
(llz)
0344
0365
0576
0966
112
153
MSI'C Measurements
Day Night
(ltz) (ttz)
0.058 0.061
0.063 0.064
0.075 0.072
0.105 0.093
- 0.130
0.161
MSFC Measurements
I)ay Only
(llz)
r
0.0375
0.0577
0.144
I,aRC Measurements
Day Only
(tlz)
0.059
0.076
0.114
O. 148
O. 160
l,aRC Measurements
Day Only
(llz)
0.037
0.057
0.098
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dynamic model match quiteclosely the frequencies measured in
flight. However, several refinements w'ere implemented to bet-
ter match the flight frequency measurements.
First, a five-pound mass v,as added at the edge of the con-
,ainment box cover to account for the CG offset produced by
the mast t_,ist of 7.8 degree_. This modification causes a small
amount of torsion to occur whenever thrusters are fired to
excite the out-of-plane mode. Second, the mast bending
stiffness in the 100-percent-deployed model was changed to
more closely match the first out-of-plane bending mode at
this position. Variations in blanket tension and mast-base
compliance svere considered as means for improving the fie-
quency match; hov, ever, it is not possible for changes in either
of these variables to increase the frequency as necessary. The
true cause for the frequency mismatch may not be mast bend-
ing stiffness, but this is a convenient variable t,' adjust to
impro,,e the _imulation. The predicted frequencies before and
after these modifications are shown in Table 2-8.
A second modification was necessary to account for twist
in the experiment because the t_ist causes the sensitise axes of
the tip accelerometer,, to be misaligned with the orbiter axes.
Thus, pure X-motion (fore and aft) of the array tip shov, s up
I
2
3
4
5
6
on both the X and Y accelerometer signals. A simple coordi-
nate transformation was performed on the predicted accelera-
tions in order to compare them with the measurements from
the accelerometers.
The dynamic model was not modified to account for blan-
ket curvature; however, this exercise was performed by
MSFC. The curvature is suspected to have caused the
frequency measurement for the out-of-plane mode to be
higher in the nighttime than in the daytime. MSFC has shown
that the curvature could indeed have shifted the frequency by
the amount sho_vn in Table 2-7. Since the model without cur-
vature considerations predicts a frequency thal lies betv,een
the day and night frequency measurements, it was not
modified for the response analyses contained herein.
Response Period Selected for Damping E_,aluation. The
method for evaluating the structural damping of the experi-
ment was to apply the base motion disturbance to the
dynamic model and adjust the damping in each mode until
the best match betv,'een the predicted and measured response
at the mast tip was obtained. A little study of the measured
responses, particularly those from the in-plane tests, will
Table 2-8 FREQUENCY PREDICTIONS BEFORE AND AFTER AIODEL MODIFICA TION
70% DePloyment
Preflight Frequency Frequency After Model
Prediction Modification
Mode
Out-of- P!ane Bending
In-Plane Bending
Torsion
2nd Out-of Plane Bending
2nd Torsion
Bencli tag and Torsion
(Hz)
0.0593
0.0664
0. 0764
0. 1191
0. 1454
0. 1961
(Hz)
0.0587
0.0653
0.0759
0.1178
0.1413
0. 1956
100% Deployment
Preflig'ht Frequency
Prediction
Frequency After Model
Modification
Mode
1 Out-of Plane Bending"
2 In-Plane Bending
3 Torsion
4 2nd Out of-Plane Bending
5 2nd Torsion
6 Bcndinff and Torsion
(ttz)
0.0344
0.0371
0.0576
0.0966
0.1119
0.1528
 1z)
0.0375
0.0405
0.0596
0.0965
0.114
0.152
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o_o_ thai no single value of damping _ill characterize all
iod_ of the response.
-_ The experinwnl response during the period of the forcing:
.futn'lhm und ,,hnrll.v lh(,reufler **'us ('hosen for evuh/uling the
slrl_ctltral d_lmpi/lg. There are three reasons for Ehis decision.
Fir, l, MSIC and ! aRC are evaluating the portion of the
respnn_e do'*'*nstream from the forcing function. The
appn_ach selected by I.MSC thereby pro,,idcs damping infor-
mation in a different time period. Secondly, the structural
damping during the period of the forcing function is importan!
from tile standpoint of de,,ign loads. This is the period of
maximun] structural displaccmcnt_ and load,,, and the damp-
ing values may be ,,ignificantly larger than later in the response
during Io_s-lcsel dispbcements. Finally, a comparison of
response,, during the later portion of the data gathering period
s_,ould not be appropriate for a numerical integration exercise.
The mo,,t appropriate period for compari,_on is early in tile
rc,,pons': v, hcn the contribution of the fundamental modes
dominate the response and errors due to small frequency
inacc_m,cics ha_e not had a chance to acCtllllllJaJe,
Nlruclur'.,l I)ampin_, E_ahlali_n. The nlethod selected for
e_.aluation of tile structural damping v,as to adjust the damp-
ing _alues in each of the modes used in the dynamic response
analysis It) obtain the best match '*_.ith the measured
acceleration-lime hiqories of the array tip. This approach is
.s,,ible since onl} several of the structural modes acthely
_"-l_5rtidpate in tile respon,.cs.
The first e_enls chosen for c_ alualion _,,cre the out-of-plane
tests at 70-percent extension. Considerable time _,as spent on
tile first case in order to become familiar x_ith the scnsiti'*ity
of ttle rcspon,,e to the input damping _alues. It ',,,as ob',ious
thal Ihc response ',_as dominated by the first mode and thai a
relati_el_ high damping value (fi'*e percent of critical) _'as
needed It) match the lest data. In order to match a ,mall con-
I_ibtttion from tile second out-of-plane mode, reducing the
inp,_I damping '*aluc to 0.25 percent of crilical for this tllodc
_',a,, necessary. Since the di,,placemenls for tile second mt_dc
are much ',mailer lhan for the fir,t I]lodc, h ix not ,,urprising
lhal the damping ',alue is al,,o ,mailer. At such ]o',_, xalues of
di,,pJaC¢lllCll[, tlOV_ e'* er, Ihe lion-zero di',placemcnt and '* eh.tc-
it} at the ,,tart of the Icst are of the sarnc magnitude a', the
re,,ponse in the second nlodc. Thi,, fact "muddies the '*_atcr'"
and makes accurate p_ediclion of the damping in tile second
mode impossible x,,ithoul accurate kno'.slcdge of the initial
condition,,..,'kttcnq'_l,, acre made to e,,timatc the initial condi-
lions; hoae',er, the con_bitlation of ,,ariable damping ,,:dues
and _ariahle inilial condition,, greatly complicate_ the _a_k of
nlatching the tesl dala. I'or this reason, initial condhions '*'.ere
not Irca|ed in Mlbsetjtl',2llt C;.ISCS.
A typical set of acceleration lime histories, obtained by
integraling tile flight data front an out-of-plane test and by
adjusting input _,alues to Ihc dynamic model, is ,,hoan in
Fig. 2-22. As Ihe figure sho_'*s, the comparison is qttilc close
at the ,,,tart O[ the lest ,,_,hen the VR('S thru,,tcrs are acti'*e and
during Ihe period peak displacements, later in tile response
period, the damping appears to hc of reduced '_alue.
Next, the in-plane Icsts at the 70-percent-extended position
a'cre e,,aluated. For these cases, the damping in the first in-
plane mode averaged nearly ten percent of critical during
VR('S thru,,ter acli,, ily. Because of this high damping _alt, e,
the response decayed quickly in the frcc rc,,ponsc period This
resuh can be seen by comparing the measured and predicted
acceleration time histories for an in-plane test sho'*_n in
Fig. 2-23. Again, the damping '*,due for tile second in-plane
mode that produces the best malch is much Io'*_,er and cannot
be accurately determined due Io the small response in this
mode and the non-zero initial '*alues of displacement and
velocil y.
Follovdng c'*aluation of the in-plane and ottl-of-plane tesls
at the 70-percent-extended position, the only out-of-plane te',t
at the If)O-percent position _as evahtated. Finally, the muhi-
modal texts at 70 percent and 100 percent v, ere c,.aluated. In
general, the damping values v,cre loacr for the IChq-pcrcen¢
position, but the damping for the in-plane mode _a_ still
nearly double that of the out-of-plane mode. The confidence
in the damping values for the IO0-percent tests is not as high
as for the 70-percent texts because only t'*_,o tests ',,.ere
perfi_rmed at the fldly extended position+
The modal damping ,,alues that produce the best nlatch
bet',,,een the analytical model and the test data are presented
in Table 2-9. The response acceleration and displa,.:enlcnt l inte
histories that result from these ',alues are contained in Appen-
dixes F and G. A summary of the best-fit damping ',alucs is
conlained in Table 2-10. Only values for the fundamental
in-plane and out-of-plane modes are It',ted hcrc since tile par-
ticipalion of the higher modes is so small. Snlall excitalion of
the fundamental ',orsion mode is most likely due to tile VR('S
IhrUslcrs ,,elecled for firing and the high )a',_-axis irwrtia of
the orbilcr. The damping '_alues arc generally higher for the
night Ic_,l,,, than for tile day Jests, lo_,:r for the IO0-pcrcent
position Ihan for Ihc 70-pcrcenl po,ition, and higher for ihd
!n-plane mode than for tile OUt-of-plane mode. The increa',ed
damping for the night tests is aPr_arcnlly a Icmpcraturc phe-
nomenon and is a fairly Qgnificanl effect. The increa',ed
damping for the in-plane nlode as oppnscd to the out-of-
plane 111od¢ is e,,cn more dramatic, arid, therefore, a xlllall
Ice proglam to explain Ihi,, effecl '.',as inlplcmentcd.
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Table 2-9 DAMPING VALUES FOR BEST MA TCft BETWEEN MODEL AND TEST DATA
Event
5
6
10
i1
12
13
14
15
17
20
26
27
28
29
Damping for Out-of-Plane
Mode (% Critical)
3
6
7
3
4.5
4.5
4.5
2
2
6
3
6
Damping for In-Plane
Mode (_ Critical)
w
8
11
11
11
11
4
11
9
15
11
Table 2-10 SUMMAR Y OF BEST-MA TCH DAMPING VALUES
Mode
Out-of-Plane Bending
In- Plane Bending
70_ Day
of Critical
70_ Night
5.1
11.8
I00_ Day
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Guide 's_,'ire Neg'.,for Tesls. One fundamental difference
bet,.,,een the in-plane and the out-of-plane bending mode is thai
the t_o out-board ten,don _ ires mu,,t reel in and out a consider-
. larger amount for the in-plane modc. This difference is
v e
-_'VlT_:,_nin Fig. 2-24, ,,shich compares the predicted ten,,ion-_vire
motion For 3 typical in-plane and out of-plane test. Although
the motion for tile in-plane case is only about 0.2 inches, the
D.'ak kinclic energy of lhe experiment during this e_ent is only
about {).4 in.-Ib. Simple approximalion,, show lhal if Ihe
tension-',vir¢ reel out force _,,erc greater than the reel-in force by
a, little as I .O pound, then the entire experiment kinetic energy
v,ould be di,,,,ipated in _me-half cycle of motion in the free
re,ponse period. Becau,e a difference bel_een reel-out and
reel-in force i,, likely in a mechanism such as the negator assem-
blie_ that lens|on the _ires, a small test _,.as performed to
measure the negator force characteristics.
Since the negator mechanism,, for Ihe tension _ires are not
readily accessible, the test was performed on a negator mcch-
ani,m for one of the guide ,.,,ire,-. To perform this test, a small
cmer was retnmed from the experiment containment box Io
access one of the oulboard guide v, ires. This guide _aire is
normally rou_,ed under a pulley and up through the floor of
the containment be\, through the grommets on e_ery other
panel hinge line, and finally attached to the containment box
cover. The _sire was cut and rerouted so that it passed over the
pully, out through the access hole, and do_vn to a small load
cell and motor-driven actuator. An overall viev, of the tes!
,dup is sho_n it, Fig. 2-25. The actuation motor and series
:d cell are shm_ n in Fig. 2-26. The motor speed and stroke
M.,.,i the crank ',_ere ,,elected to approximate the frequency and
,troke of the wire during a dynamics test. The difference in
the reel-in and reel-ore force was measured _ith the guide
-_ire at the O-percent-, 35-percent-, 70-percent-, and
l_-percenl-cxtended positions at room ambient conditions.
1he test result,, arc shm_n m Table 2-11. These results clearly
,hm_ t hat the force di fference bet ween the reel-out and rcel-in
modon of the guide _,,ire (and thus of the tension v, irel is
_ignificanl. This difference is probabl_,: the cause of the high
,truclural damping for the in-plane mode of the experiment.
._.4.5 E_perimen! lhermal E_alualion
_.n integrated thermal mod,:l of the SAiE electrical equip-
ment _a', developed b_ ldedyne l_,ro_sn Engineering (1 B[!).
the IP,[( model of the equipment includes only e\ternal sur-
lacc,, that are linked by external radiation heal Iransfer. No
conducti',e heal Iransfer, lie internal pm_er dissipation, and
no radiation heal tr:m,fer _, |thin the equipment are included.
The design case,, _ere derived by assuming Ih¢ orbiter to be
in one of its ,,e',eral attitude,, for many ,:.rbits rather than
addressing planned altitude changes as sho_vn on the flight
_i_ne hne. From this integrated thermal analysis re_uhed a _e!
of en_,ironment,, l'_}rthe SAFF. colnpollelltS thal were sup-
';ed to IMS( for each design case. The environments for
each con_por_enl consist el" the incoming heat Jlux, the
bot, ndary temperature, 'rod the boundary radiation .:endue-
lance for each surface of the SAFE equipmer_l. I.MSC used
the external environment • combined _ hh c_mponent h_lernal
modeling to determine more realistic equipment tempera-
lures. The component internal models inch,de a cop.duction
net_ork, internal po_er dissipalion, and internal radiation
heat tran,,fer.
lhe orbiter attitudes of inlerest are shown in Fig. 2-2"7..To
describe these althudes, the nontenclature is consistent _hh
the axis system shm,,n in Fig. I-I. The subscript "l.V" refers
to "1 foal Vertical," and the subscript "'SI" refers If "Solar
Inertial." The + X I v _0 ,,,u aHitt,de is a slable graxity gradi-
ent altitude in which most array extensions and retractions
and all dynamic_ test,, occurred. The + X,,_ attitude s_as used
fur the Is,,o solar ceil performance tests. The _-Zs_ a!litude
v.as used for lests on the Solar ('ell Calibration Facility,
anod_er experimcnl on the OAST-I {Office of Aeronaulics
and Space Technology) payload. This altitude produces a rel-
alisely hot en,,ironmcnt for equipment in lhe cargo bay. The
final allhude ,ho_vn in this figure is the 4-Z t,, or Earth-
oriented, attitt,de. This is a relatively benign thermal attitude.
The + Z_ _ attitude is essentially the "home base" attitude R_r
the orbiter with excursions to the + X_ v. _{_ :,,u attitude for
d_,namics tests, the + X,_ altitude for solar cell performance
tests, and the + Z_q attitude for Solar Cell Calibration Facility
tests. Because the orbiter spends mo,,I of its time in a benign
thermal atlitt,de with excursions to the hot and cold attitudes,
the analysis tha_ assumes the orbiter to be in a single attitude
for many orbits is a conservali_e approach. Only in case of a
flight anomab leading to a hold in a specific attitude would
the tu;3:peralures predicted from the thermal design cases be
realized. Since the orbiter was not forced to hold in an)' of the
hot or cold attitudes sho_n in Fig. 2-27, the SAFE compo-
nent temperatures during the flight _sere all ',,,ell s_ithin the
design exlremes.
A notc_,.orthy cxa,nple of an unplarmed attitude hold did
occur on the third day of the flight ,,,,hen the orbiter v.as ori-
ented with the port wing facing the sun ( -- Y,_) for ten hours
in an attempt It') melt an ice formation. Although experiment
equipment healer,, did cycle on during this period, all equip-
ment temperatuFo remained _,,ithin the design limit,,.
Temperature,, during the flight v, ere monitored by ten ther-
mi,,tors. Fi',e of these thcrmi,,tors ,,,,ere dedicated to measuring
the operating lempcrat_,res of the active solar cells, and the
remaining fi,,e _,ere distributed on the experiment eleclrical
equipment and containment box cc,,,er. Table 2-12 shows the
h`)cal ions ell hese ten thcrm istors. Table 2-1 t stinlnlari/es com-
ponenl lenlperal ilrc_ for I he coniainnlenl box cover and exper-
h11ent electrical equipment. Figures 2-2g through 2--1{)plot the
Iclnperalure', o$cr lin`)e. |tie figures sho_ Ihal the electrical
equipment, _hich is all located _,n structure thai remains
,,ilhin _hc earg_ bay, remained mo,,Ily ;_,ilhin the range oI" O"F
It`) _.40 I' throughoul the Flight. ! he heaters for the motors
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Table 2-11 RESULTS OF NEGA TOR HYSTERESIS TESTS
Tension Cable
Position
(% Extension)
0%
35%
70%
100%
Force During Reel-Out
of Tension Wire
(lb)
1.50
1.54
1.62
1.74
Force During Reel-ln
of Tension Wiere
(Ib)
0.88
0.92
.J
0.96
1.06
Force
Difference
(lb)
0.62
0.62
0.66
0.68
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Table 2-12 TItERMISTOR LOCATIONS
ON_IOINAE PA-G'_
OF POOR QUALITY
Thermistor Drawinff m, Sheet
Number Numl)cr l,ocation
9
10
1244386 No. 2, 3, 7
1244386 No. 2, 3, 7
124439_ No. 1, 2
1244386 No. 2, 3, 7
1244386 No. 2, 3, 7
Back side of 2 x 4 (cm) ceils
Back side of Kaptonon 2 x 4 (cm) cells
Back side of Kapton on thin cell module
Back side of 5.9 × 5.9 (cm) cells
[lack side of Kapton on 5.9 x 5.9 (cm)
cells
1239941 No. 6
SEP 154
SEP 154
SEP 153
!243174 No. 1,
1243156 No. 1
On container cover at center on
aceelerometer mounl
Motor No. 1 - on motor housing under
heater clamp (bottom motor)
Motor No. 2 on motor housing under
heater clamp (top motor)
Tape Recorder Healer Support
DAS Box inside
5
8
9
10 1
II
12
11
15
17
19
2a
21
22
2:1
21
Table 2-13 SUMA/.4 R Y OF FLIGHT TEMPERA TURE DATA
LOW AND HIGH TEMPERATURE (°F)
No. 6
Wing Cover
13
27
3
15
12
16
15
25
13
6
2q
4
27
Motor No. 2
No. 9 Tape Recorder
26 26
18 22
18 30
21 21
20 20
23 23
19 19
26 26
16 20
8 8
13 13
7 10
16 IM
15 15
II II
II I(i
23 23
13 13
II 13
20 20
23 23
26 26
22 25
23 2:1
18 I_
13 15
18 20
13 17
20 27
44 44
No. 10 DAS Box
42 42
39 39
38 38
4n 40
3_ 3_
40 40
3_ 3q
44 44
36 40
28 2_
30 30
28 28
32 32
30 30
32 34
32 32
32 32
32 32
35 35
34 34
34 34
38 3_
44 44
43 43
43 43
41 41
36 36
.11 41
39 39
39 39
53 5:1
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and tape recorder did activate on several occasions, but the
heaters for the DAS bo'_ were never required. The containment
box cover temperature readings were generally colder than the
electrical equipment temperatures. These differences occurred
because the thermistor for this measurement was mounted on
one of the co_er accelerometers that was often ,haded by the
sides of the containment box cover and by the locking-lever
hardware during the daylight portion of the + X I v. _o",,, atti-
tude. The accelerometer has little thermal mass compared to
the electrical equipment; it cooled off during the nighttime
portion of the orbit and never really warmed up during the
daylight. Becau,e this reading is not indicative of the box cover
temperature, the thermistor probably could have been
mounted at a more useful location.
The [MSC thermal e_,a,uation of the SAFE electrical com-
ponents (DAS box, motors, and tape recorder) v, as published
as Reference I in March 1984 in anticipation of a June launch
date. last-second problems with the June launch caused the
launch date to slip to _,ugust 30. The re_uhing change in
orbital beta angle caused the primary operational attitude
(+ X, v. _, ,.,I to change from the hottest expected opera-
tional attilude to a cold operational attitude. Only the pre-
launch thermal analysis relative to the solar inertial attitudt
remained valid. New environments were generated by TBI
but were not received until August 27. With limited tim
remaining before SAFE on-orbit operation, several compc
nent analyses were selected for evaluation with the ne,
environments. These cases are presented in Table 2-14.
The DAS box temperature predictions for case I and case
are shown in Figs. 2-31 and 2-32, respectively. Case I can b
compared with the DAS box temperatures measured durin
hours 4.5 through 8.6 of Flight Day 2 as shown in Fig. 2-28_,
The predicted and measured temperatures center around 30°!
and show a gradual decay with time. Case 2 temperature prt
dictions can be compared with the measurements taken o
Flight Day 3, hours 7.9 through 8.7, as shown in Fig. 2-28|-
Both the measurements and predictions show a sharp rise i_
temperature in going to the hot t"Zsj attitude. Since th
orbiter only stayed in Ihis attitude for a short lime, the me_
sured temperatures did not reach those predicted for a:
extended stay in the attitude.
The motor-assembly temperature prcdiclions for cases 3 an
4 are sho_,rn i;t Figs. 2-33 and 2-34, respcctkely. It is difficult t
compare these predicted temperatures with the measure
;::)-42
Table 2-14 COMPONENT ANAl. YSIS AND ENITRO,VMENTS
Component Environment
DAS Box
Case
I
4
5
DAS Box
Mast Motor Assemblies
.%lastMotor Assemblies
Tape Recorder
3 orbits of transient analysis starting from
orbit average conditions with power on in
attitude +XLv, 30 ° roll
Transient analysis starting from attitude
+XLv, 30° roll and maneuvering to +ZsI
attitude with power on
3 orbits of transient analysis starting from
0°F in attitude +XLV, 30 ° roll with
simulated solar array extension
Transient analysis starting from 0°F in
attitude +XLV, 30° roll and maneuvering
to +ZsI attitude
5 orbits of transient analysis starting from
O°F in attitude +XLV, 30° roll, no power
dissipation in recorder
_alues sho_,,n in Fig. 2-29. This difficulty occurs because the
predicted motor temperatures are for the armature mass at the
center of the molor v.indings, ',_,hereas the measured values are
from thcrmi,,tors located at the outer surface of the motor
¢a_ing underneath the heater band. Therefore, it is not surpris-
ing thal the predicted motor temperature rise for an extension
e,,ent is 18" F, v, hcreas the measured values (Table 2-13) a_,er-
age only 7° F for extensions on motor 2. Retractions on motor I
prt_luced an average temperature rise of 14°F. Since motor 1
actually drew,,, less current on the average than did motor 2, the
higher indicated temperature rise from motor I was probably
caused by _.arialions in the conductive path from the motor
,:a,,ing through the thermal grease and into the therrni_,tor/
heater band.
The tape recorder temperature predictions for case 5 are
sho_n in Fig. 2-35. [he predictions for the heater support
plate are the ones mo,t comparable to the n|east|rements froin
the thermistors sho_n in Fig. 2-30. The te|r|perature varia-
tion_ from the shadoa periods to the sunlight periods are
about 10 F in each ca,,e. The predicted temperatures are a
':'qe lo_,cr than the measured '. ah,es since the predictions are
a cold case v, ith a nonoperalional recorder.
The temperature measurements for solar cells and for the
Kapton behind the solar cells during the first solar cell perfor-
mance test are shov,n in Figs. 2-36 through 2-40. These figures
show that all three groups of cells operated at similar tempera-
tures. Additionally. the Kapton bchind the cells operated at
essentially the same temperature as the cells. The Kapton tem-
perat u re measurements may not be accurate, however, because
of the problems inherent in using thermistors to measure the
temperature of a transparent material.
The temperature predictions for the solar cells during the
orbit of performance testing are shown in Figs. 2-41 and 2-42.
The pertinent data used for predicting the solar cell tempera-
tures are presented in Table 2-15. The cell efficiencies are taken
as zero for these analyses since resistances for measuring cur-
rent and ,, ohage ,.alues were connected across lhe cells for only
a ,,mall percentage of the time. The temperature predictions are
somewhat higher than the measured '.alues, particularly for
the 5.9 × 5.9 cm cells. The differences, hov.cver, are v, ell
within the differences bct,,vecn the tcmperature predictions and
test measurements made Jr| the past. The possibility thai the
actual cell temperatures _ere higher than the measurements
indicalc is disct|s,,cd in the follov, ing section.
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Table 2-15 PER TI._/ENT D.-1TA FOR SOI.,,1R CEI.L TE),IPERA TURE PREiT.ICTION.$
Surface Optical Properties
Parameter
Frontfaee Solar Absorptivity
Frontface Emissivity (IR)
Circuitry Solar Absorptivity
Circuitry Emissivity (IR)
Space Side Solar Absorptivity of Substrate
Cell Side Solar Absorptivity of Substrate
Space Side Emissivity (IR) of Substrate
Cell Side Emissivity (IR) of Substrate
Solar Transmissivity of Substrate
Solar Absorptivity of Cell Backface
Emissivity (IR) of Cell Backface
Value
O.70
0.84
0.37
0.74
0.28
0.28
0.66
0.66
0.35
0.18
0.09
Orbital Data
Parameter
Orbital Altitude
Orbital Beta Angle
Value
163 NM
6.8 °
Parameter
Cell Geometry and Performance Data
Total Cell Area
Circuitry Length Under Cell
Circuitry Percentage of Area
Cell Efficiency Constant
Value for
2 cmx 4 cm Cells
8.1 em 2
13.4 em
57.1%
0%
Value for
5.9 cmx 5.9 cm Cells
34.8 cm 2
28.3 cm
50.3%
0%
¢f
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Solar cell performance was measured on t_,,o occasions dur-
ing the SAFI_ flight. These performance tests are identified as
e'+ents 9 and event,, 24 and 25 in Table 2-1. In each case, the
orbiter reas maneu',ered to the + Xst attitude as shov+n in
Fig. 2-27. In this attitude, the array blanket is positioned at
90 degrees to the solar _,ector vdth the acti'+e solar cells facing
the sun. Only in exent 9 ,,,+'as this attitude maintained for the
entire da+vlight portion of the orbit. E,.ents 24 and 25 mere a
mini-solar-ceil-performance test, and the + Xs_ attitude v+as
not maintained long enough for the solar cells to reach
thermal equilibrium. Thereft}re, e'_aluation of the solar cell
performance is limited to the data collected during event 9.
Solar ccll performance data ,+,.ere collected for three sepa-
rate electrical moduk's. One module ,.+as a half-pancl popu-
lated v, ith ,olaf cell,+mea+,uring 2 x 4 cm. The second electri-
cal module v, as the other half of this panel, populated by
solar cells measuring 5.9 × 5.9 cm. The third electrical
module ,.'ca`, a smaller grouping of much thinner solar cells
measuring approximately 2 x 2 cm. Detail specifications of
the ,,olar cells and their grouping in the electrical module are
contained in 1-able 2-16.
The solar performance ,,','as recorded by measuring the cur-
rent and '+oltage produced b} each of the solar cell modules at
ix different load rcsi,,tances and at the short circuit current
-+and open circuit ,+oltage. These measurements pro'side eight
data pairs for generating current '+ersus voltage (IV) curves. A
schematic of the circuit used to make the measurements is
shov+n in Fig. 2-43. The three resistors shovm in the diagram
'+,,ere s+'itched into the circuit in the combinations sho,,,+ n to
produce the ,,ix load resistance '+alues. "this measurement sys-
tem output,, the current and ,,oltage for each of the load
points '+ersus time• This data must bc cross-plotted to obtain
IV curves. The open circuit ,.oltage versus time and short cir-
cuit current _.ersus time are ,hoe" n in Figs. 2-44 through 2-49.
The rise in short circuit current at sunrise and .;un,+et is due to
albedo illumination on the front surface of the cells as ,+,,ell as
to the direct solar illumination.
To compare prcdic'cd solar cell performance +'ith the mea-
sured performance, it is deqrablc to ,lay away from orbital
_unrise and ,mnsct, ahen tc,nper_,ure changes in the cells
cause 'satiations in cell performance. Therefore, IV cur'+'e
• comparison was performed at 2250 seconds past the GMT
reference lime of 246:11:27:5 4 uscd for this c'+ent. Figures 2-36
through 2-49 shoe" thal this is a time near orbital noon +'hen all
three electrical panels arc operating at near maximum temper-
ature. A second time of 10OO seconds past the reference time
_as wlcctcd for a comparison at _,different temperature yet .;.|l
a time +'hen cell performance _,as not changing rapidly. The
two times selected for IV curve comparison correspond to
GMTs of 246:11:44:34 and 246:12:05:24.
Preliminary e'+aluation of the flight IV curves showed a dip
in the cttrrent from the electrical modules near the short cir-
cuit current end of the curve. The dip was most pronounced
in the data from the electrical modules of 2 x 4 cm cells and
5.9 × 5.9 cm cells. A typical set of data depicting the current
dip is shown in Fig. 2-50. This figure shov, s that load point 3
is below the fitted curve and load point 2 is lov,'er yet. Because
of this current dip, investigative tests were performed on the
DAS box. The investigaticm concluded that the current dip in
the flight IV cur'+es resultcd from current leaks in the base,, of
the transistors used in the measurement circuit sho_'+n in
Fig. 2-43. For each transistor that is closed to complete a load
circuit, a small amount of current from the solar cells is
_,hunted around the current sensing resistor. Thus, for load
point 4, current is lost through only one transistor ',,,hile, for
load point 3, current is lost through t'+'+o transistors and, for
load point 2, current is lost through three transistors. Because
of these fact,, the flight data v, ere corrected by increasing '+he
measured current values by the theoretical transistor leakage
of il milliamperes per transistor used for that load point.
These current corrections are presented in Table 2-17. The
corrections ,,,,ere not applied to the measurements from the
thin cell electrical module since the shunted current +,as negli-
gible for this load circuit design•
The flight data for the 2 × 4 cm cells are shov.n in Figs. 2-51
and 2-52. The data described as "'flight conditions" in these
figure_ are the raw flight data plus the current correction due
to current shunting in the DAS box.
The data, +,hich is corrected to 28°C, I AU, include correc-
tion factors to account for the seasonal variation in solar
intensity, the reduced solar flux due to array t+,ist, and the
variation in voltage and current '+,,ith cell temperature. These
correction factors are also given in Table 2-17.
In these curves, a very slight dip in current can still be
observed in the horizontal portion of the cur,,e. After these
cur_,es '.,,ere prepared, the DAS box +,as di,,assemblcd and the
current leak in the transistors determined to be 17 milliam-
peres rather than I 1 milliamperes. If the cur_,es ,,,+ere redra+'n
+'ith this latest input, the slight dip v,+ould be eliminated.
The IV cur,,es measured in preflight and poslflight flash
tests on these cells are shoe" n in Figs. 2-53 and 2-54. All of these
results are combined for comparison at 28+_C in lig. 2-55.
Similar result,, are sho+'n for the module of 5.9 x 5.9 cm cells
and for the module of tMn cells in Figs. 2-56 through 2-60 and
Figs. 2-61 through 2-65, respecti'+ely. An o,+er'_iev, of all this
data can be gained by lo++king at Figs. 2-55, 2-60, and 2-65.
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JTh_'_ figures ,,hey,' that the Ilight performance of the solar
celh _as diminished on open circtih ,,oltage and elevated on
clc,,.edcircuit currer_l compared to the flash te,,t performance
for a]Jlhree module,,. Near the peak po_,cr point, the perfor-
manceis nearly identical.
Thv,variation in performance could be cau,,ed by an error
in _h_temperature mea_,urementsfor the solar cells, if the
a,._ualcell temperatures in flight _,ere hotter than the temper-
ature measurements indicate, then the ,,oltage correction
madeio the flight data to reach the 2_+C performance is leo
small. A temperalt,re error of 9.8°C on the modules of
2 ,' 4 cm cell,,, 9.9'C on the module of 5.9 × 5.9 cm cells,
and 7.3°C on the module of thin cells v,'ill caw,e the open
circuit _.oltages from Flight to match the flash lest data at
28=C.This type of error _,ouid also improve the match of the
short circuit current _,alues from test to flight and the match
of the predicted cell temperatures to those measured in flight.
Table 2-16 SOL.4 R CELL ,4 ND EL ECTR IC.4 I. ,%IODUI+E CttA RA CTER IS TICS
:!
!
Electrical Module with
Contact Design
Cell Size
Cell Thickness
Number of Cells in Module
Cell Interconnect
Cover Slide
Cover Slide Adhesive
Front Surface Coating
Back Surface Coating
Base Resistivity
5.9 em x 5.9 cm Solar Cells
Wrap Around
5.9 cm x 5.9 cm
0.008 inches
150
Single String of 150 Cells in Series
0. 006 inches micro sheet
0. 002 inches DC 93-500
UV and anti- reflective
BSR
2 ohm-era
Electrical Module with 2 em x 4 em Solar Cells
Contact Design
Cell Size
Cell Thickness
Number of Cells in Module
Cell Interconnect
Cover Slide
Cover Slide Adhesive
Front Surface Coating
Back Surface Coating
Base Resistivity
Wrap Around
2 em x 4 cm
0. 008 inches
704
4 Parallel Strings of 176 Cells in Series
0. 006 inches fused silica
0.002inches DC 93-500
UV and anti-reflective
BSR
2 ohm-era
Electrical Module with
Contact Design
Cell Size
Cell Thickness
Number of Cells in Module
Cell Interconnect
Cover Slide
Cover Slide A(lhesive
Front Surface Coating
Back Surface Coating
Base Resistivity
2 cm x 2 cm Thin Solar Cells
Top/Bottom
2 crn x 2 cm
0. 002 inches
80
4 Parallel String's of 20 Ceils in Series
0.002 inches micro sheet
DC 93- 500
None
B S F
2 ohm-era
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Table 2-17 CURRENT AND i/OLTAGE CORRECTION FACTORS
DAS Box Current Correction Factors for Electrical Module of 2 cm x 4 cm
Cells and Electrical Module of 5.9 cm x 5.9 cm Cells
Current Correction
(mA)
II 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
+II +33 +22 +II +22 ÷II +II 0
Current Correction Due to Array Twist of 7.0 °
! = 1. 0093 1
cog rected me,_s,1red
Current Correction Due to Sensonal Solar Flux Variation
I = 1.0178 I
corrected measured
Current _md Voltage Temper_ture Coefficients
Property Change per nC
Property 2 cm x 4 em 5.9 cm x 5.9 efT1
Isc (mA/series siring)
Voc (r.,V/cell)
Imp (n,A/serles string)
Vmp (mY/cell)
0. I12
2.023
0.0409
-1.998
0.0484
2.023
0.177
-1.998
Thin Cell
0.083
2.07
0.0036
2.11
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Section 3
POSTFLIGHT TESTS AND INSPECTIONS
Following the return of the orbiter to Kennedy Space Cen-
ter, the SAFE _as removed from the Mission Peculiar Equip-
ment Supl"_3rt Structure and installed on the ground handling
doqy. At this time, the wing assembly was visually inspected,
and the tape recorder was removed to MSFC for evaluation
of the flight data 'ape. The SAFE was then packaged and
shipped to LMSC. Upon arrb, al at LMSC, the hardy, are _as
stored for approximately 2-1'2 months until construction
could be completed on the facility that houses the horizontal
deployment fixture.
In December 1984, the SAFE was removed from the ship-
"-- ]ping container and installed in the horizontal deployment fix-
ture. In this fixture, the mast and bfanket v, ere extended first
to the 7tJ-percent position and then to the 100-percent posi-
lion. At this time, all hardware was thoroughly inspected.
This inspection included the mast and canister, the blanket,
and the active solar cells. The mast _as then retracted to the
,'0-percent position and then to a position with the mast
extended approximately 15 feet. In this position, a postflight
flash test ,.,.as performed. The mast ',,,as then retracted to the
full)' stowed position and remo',cd from the test fixture. Since
its remo_ al from the test fixture, the hard-are has undergone
three component-level tests. These include the DAS box tests
Je,icribcd is} Section 2.4.6, the panel-ctw_ aturc lefts de,,cribed
in Section 2.4.3, and the guide-wire negator tests described in
.%ction 2.4.4.
3.1 IN."iPECTION RESUI+TS AT TIlE KENNEDY
SPACE ('ENTr.R
Visual inspection of the hardy, are after rcmo',al from the
orbiter re_ ealed little or no change from its preflight c,,ndi-
lion. All compotwnl_ were intact, and the panels ,aere neatly
_to_cd in the containment box aith the proper preload
applied. There aa_ no c_ idencc of di,tol lion or deterioration
of any painted or annodizcd exterior surface.
-_ The onl_ anon'alous conditions identified _ere some score
marks on two of the josllc plates and one guide wire that _as
e_tendcd approximately two inches through ils attachment
hole in the containment box cover. These conditions are
shown in Figs. 3-1 and 3-2, respectively.
The jostle plates with the score marks were located dingo-
nail)' on opposite corner_ of the experiment. The marks were
probably caused by rubbing of the locking lever assemblies on
the jostle plates as the wing was retracted _'ith a small amount
of t++ist present. Since the purpose of the jostle plates is to
guide the locking-lever assemblies into the proper stowed
position, it is concluded that the plates effectively performed
this task.
The condition in which a guide wire is not pulled com-
pletely through its attachment hole in the eo_er had been
3-2
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3-2 Guide |lTre Extending Through Attachment ttole
obser',cd on many previous occasions during ground tests.
The condition occurs because, as the panels begin to acquire
preload force, the guide _ire grommets at the hinge hnes of
ahernaling panels are no longer able to shift laterally. Small
mi,alignmen_, in the ,,tack of panels and, therefore, in the
stack of grommets pre_ent the small reel-in force from the
negator (le,,, than 1.0 pound,,} from pulling the wire through
the ,lack of grommels. Thu,,, a small amount of ,,,,ire is left
protruding through the auachmer|t hole in the containment
box truer. The small amount of ',lack ssire causes no opera-
lional problem,, bccau,,e il is i|nmcdialely pulled laul at lhe
start of a ,,ub.,equenl extension. This s_as the case in Ihe
poqflight exlen,ion tc,,ls performed at l .MS('.
moved erratically, but Ihis mo,,ement was traced to formation
of rust in the track of the deployment fixture. The micro-
svdtches controlling the automatic shutoff of the mast per-
formed pnq_erly at all positions, as did the microswitches
v,hich signal that the locking levers and positive mast lock are
properly co!ffigured _.hcn the wing is fully stowed.
3.2.2 Surface Examinations
At the 100-percent-deployed position of the postflight
extension/retraction tests, the SAFE receised a thorough vis-
ual examination. The hard_are was scrutinized not only by
the test director and quality assurance representatives but also
by a host of interested NASA and I_MSC personnel. Of par-
ticular interest to many _as any evidence of atomic oxygen
degradalion. E_idence of atomic oxygen degradation to lhe
SAFE panels is not easily detected since the Kapton surfaces
were abraided during manufacturing in order to increase the
holding power of adhesives used in the construction of the
panels. Furthermore, any such degradation would be
expected to be slight since (1) the array was only extended for
several days, (2) the flight occurred during a period of low
solar a,'tivity, and (3) the blanket was oriented with its edge
aligned ,,_,ith the velocity vector for most of the flight. Conse-
quently, no atomic oxygen degradation was visually detect-
able. In addition, no micrometeorite damage was visually
detectable.
in fact, the only contamination discovered on any of the
experiment surface was a small amount of black material on
the outermost photogrammelric targets. Chemical e_aluation
of this material sho_ved it to be BRAYCO grease, ,xhich had
been applied in excess to the axles of the rollers on the Ionge-
ron pbot fittings. The black color of the grease came from
particles of hard annodieing from the rollers and interior sur-
faces of the rotating nut. In addition, the chemical analysis
revealed the presence of a _saxy substance in the conlamina-
lion. The source of the xsax was traced to the strands of stain-
less steel wire used for the diagonal cables.
3.2.3 Mechanical Condition
3.2 PO%1l"l.I(;llT ll'i_T._ AND IN.'iPE('TIONS AT
IM'_("
3.2.1 Kxlension Reaction Performance
The pc)st flight cxten%ion and rot raclion perfornaance of the
S X.FF wing v, as essentially unchanged from the preflight per-
formance. Molor cllrrelll wax nolnillal during exlension,
|clion, and prch)ading of the panels. Some panel ,,licking
_'¢_{ apparent, but il had been ¢)b,,cr',ed both in the preflighl
le',ling and during the first exlcnsion in llighl. At one poinl ill
lhe extension from "O percent to ItX) percent, the panels
Ahhough lhe SAFE s_as found to be in basically excellent
condition, the post flight examinations did reveal sexeral small
anomalies. The most obsious of these x_as a strelddng
beyond its ela,,tic limit of one ,,f the small springs on the final
tension bar X pholo_.raph of lhe subject spring is shoxsn in
Fig. 3-3. No specific cause for the spring's condition could be
identified, llowcver, the final lension bar and the springs lh:H
allach to it mu,,I nest compadlly into lhe container along side
the panels; thus, there is a large amount of hard'.,,are near the
spring on _hich il could snag. Because many _,ch _prings are
distributed across Ihc final tension bar, the damage to one (,f
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. ,them did not impair the performance of the blanket tension-
ing systern.
Another small anomaly was detected on two of the small
leaf springs located at the panel hing.e lines. On one of these
springs, the Kapton tape that secures the two leaves of the
spring had debonded. At another location, the tape had
debondcd and the ts_o leaves had flipped by one another.
Photographs of these conditions are shown in Figs. 3-4 and
3-5, The cause of the failure _*as probably poor surface prep-
aration. The loss of spring torque at the location ,,,,here the
leaves flipped b,v each other caused no panel folding prob-
lems; the remaining springs at the hinge line l,ro_, ided the nec-
essary folding torque.
A less easily detected anomaly was a ,arinkling of the flat
conductor cable at one point on the blanket. This condition is
,hosvn in Fig. 3-6. No cause for the v, rinkling can be identified.
It is possible that the condition exi,,ted before flight but was
only discovered during the detailed postflight inspection.
One final imperfection obser,,ed in the postflight inspec-
tion ',,.a, a ,mall amount of peeling paint on the mid tension
bar. The bar was also slightly curved. Preflight photo-
graphs, however, shosv a similar degree of curvature and. in
fact, e'_aluation of the tension loads on the bar indicate that
it should be curved. Therefore, the only anomalous condi-
tion _.as the peeled paint, probably caused by poor surface
preparation.
l'Tg. 3-30rerstrctched %pring on tinal Tension Bar
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Fig. 3-4 Debonded Tape on ftinge ,Spring
Fig. 3-5 ltinge ,_pring ,,lnoma/y
Solar' Afar'aT ' Fli©ht. Exper-imer
Fig. 3-6 Wrinkled Flat Conductor Cable
3.2.4 Active Solar Cell Examination
In the postflight examination of tile SAFE, the active solar
cells were inspected to determine if any damage had resulted
from the flight a_:tivities. This inspection is particularly diffi-
cult because access to the panels is restricted and lighting con-
ditions are hard to control mhen the panels are suspended
from the deployment test fixture. These conditions make it
difficult to distinguish betv, een hairline cracks in the cell
cover slides and ac:ual damage to a cell. Therefore, the
postflight inspection was performed by the same individual
v_+hoperformed all of the preflight inspections.
The inspection reveal_:d tbat no cell damage occurred
from the flight acti,,ities. These a,:ti+ities include the expo-
sure to ascent vibration and acoustic environments, the mul-
tiple extensions and retractions of the array, the on-orbit
thermal cycling, the stowage and preloading of the panels
for landing, and the landing environments. Consistent with
the inspection results, the postflight flash tests pro,,ided
additional evidence that no cell damage occurred during
flight. The postflight flash test results are discussed in Sec-
tion 2.4.6. These tests showed that the acti',e solar cells pro-
duced essentially :he same pomer after the flight as they did
before the flight.
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Section 4
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
The SAFE mission had three primary objectives: •
a. To demonstrate the deployment, retraction, and restowage
of tile array
b. To mea,:,ure the dynamic behavior of a large, flexible space
structure
5. To measure the on-orbit electrical and thermal perfor-
mance of the array
Each of these objecti_,es v,'as accompli,,hed. The results
of the flight data analysis are summarized in the following
_ections, according to the mission objective to which they
"_'pertain.
4.1 DEPI.OYMENT, RETRACTION, AND RESTO_VAGE
During three day,, of on-orbit te,,ting, the SAFE x,,ing was
successfully extended to the 70-percent position and
retracted four times. On t_,.o occasions x,.hile at the
70-percent position, it was extended to the 100-percent posi-
tion and then retracted. On all but the final retraction, the
mast motior| v.as manually ,,topped just short of the point
where a significant prcload v, as applied to the panels. On
the final retraction, tile ma,,t motion '.',as allov.ed to con-
tinue until the panels were properly prcloadcd to sur,,i'_e the
landing cnx ironmcnts.
The time required for the mast to extend and retract the
array ,.,,as ',sell _.ithin the operational requirements. The
extension and retraction rate was ,,omev, hat higher than
obscr'.cd in ground test ,,into the voltage supplied by the
orbiter ,.,.as nearly 31 ,.oh,,, while ground tc,,ts were per-
formed at the nominal 28 volts. Interestingly, the cxtcn,,ion
and retraction rate increased throughout the flight as if the
drive ,,}stern ,.',ere ",aearing in."
Current drawn by the motors _,,as also nominal during the
exten,,ion and retraction operation,,. Small ,.ariations from
the current measured during cxtcn,,ion and retraction in
"-..._jound tc,,t cap bc explained by the ,_oltage variation noted in
the prc,,ious palagiaph and by limitations of the ground sup-
port ,dructure. During stov_age of the array, v_hen current
draw is the highest, the flight current usage closely matched
that measured in ground test.
On the first extension from the stowed position to the
'70--)ercent position and during the first cxtensio.t from the
70-percent position to the 100-percent po,,ition, s3mc sticking
cccurred betv, een adjacent panels. The sticking caused the
panels to unfold non-uniformly on these occasions, in all
other _:-xtension and retraction operations, the panels folded
and unfolded in a uniform, accordion-like fashion. The panel
sticking behavior had been pre,;iously observed in ground
re-,ring and was caused by trace amounts of stray adhesive
used in construction of the blanket. Only ',,,hen the panels are
preloaded in the container is there enough pressure on them
to cause the adhesive to ,,tick adjacent panels together.
During the retraction events, an oscillation in the panels
,.,,as obser'_ed during the last 15 to 20 feet of retraction. The
oscillation appeared to be excitalion of a local accordion
mode x,,ith adjacent panel,, nearly ,,lapping one another at the
peak of the excitation. The panel oscillation was caused by a
resonance between the rotational frequency of the r(_mting
nut and frequency of the cantile',ercd mast modes during the
last part of the retraction c_,ent. The resonant frequency,
approximately 0.7 hertz, v, as apparent from the ,.ideo tape
and accelcrometer data.
In all of _he cxtcnsion and relraction e,.ents, the micro-
switches that atttomatically stop the mast performed prop-
erly. On the final restov,age of the array, the limit ,,,,vitchcs on
the locking levcr_ and the positi,.e ma.,t lock also performed
properly. On no occasion was there any an_m_aly in the exten-
sion, retraction, or restowage performance lhat required
tnanual intervention.
Upon return to Earth, the solar array panels ,,,.ere found to
be neatly sto_,,cd in the containment box ,._,ith the proper pre-
load applied. One of tile panel guide ,,sires aas protrudinl,,
through its attachment hole, as had bccn the condition in pre-
i ,
_,ious ground tests. At the start of _._,ing extension in the
ground tc,,t fixture, the tcn,,ion from the negalor assembly
properly positioned Ihe '.,,ire.
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2lose inspection of the c.xtended wing assembly showed it
to be in remarkably good condition. Only four significant
anomalies in the experiment condition s,,ere detected. These
consisted of score marks on the jostle plates of the preload
mechanism, an overqretched spring on the final tension dis-
tribution bar, a tape bond failure at t`ao hinge spring loca-
tions, and a small amount of contamination visible on the
photogrammetric targets of the outermost panels.
The score marks on the jostle plates `aere probably caused
by rubbing of the locking le,,er assemblies on the jostle plates
as the experiment ,,,,'as retracted `aith a small amount of t`aist
present. The purpose of the jostle plates is to guide the lock-
ing le'_er assemblies into position, and it appears that they
effectisely performed this ta,,k.
The overstretched spring on the final tension bar was one
of many that distribute the tension load from the tension bar
into the blanket. Becau.,e there are many of these springs and
only one was overstretched, operation was not compromised.
Damage to the spring was probably caused by its snagging
on nearby hard`,,.are. While no specific snag point could be
identified, the tension bar and springs are required to rest
compactly beside the panels within the container. Therefore,
snagging on adjacent hardware during exit from or entrance
to the container is a takely cause of the damage.
The tape bond failures at the two hinge spring locations
,e probably caused b!, inadequate surface preparation. In
one case, the leaf spring halves functioned properly even
`aithout tl',e discipline pro,,ided by the tape. In the other case,
the leaf spring hakes flipped by each other causing a loss of
spring torque at that location. No panel folding problems
resulted since the remaining springs at the panel hinge line
pro`,ided necessary folding torque.
The contamination discovered on the outermost photo-
grammetric target, `aa,, determined to be BR:\YCO grease-
`ahich had been applied in excess to the axles of the rollers on
the longeron pi,.ot fittings. The black color of the grease came
from particles of hard annodizing from the pivot filling
rollers and the interior surfaces of the rotating nut.
4.2 D'¢NAMI(" BEii.-%%l(')R
The dynamic behaxior of the SAFE `,,,'as te,ted on 14 occa-
sions during which the ,truclure responded to phmned firings
of the orbiter VRCS thrusters. T`ael`,c of thc,,e texts `,,.ere per-
fornted ssith the xsing extended to the 70-percent po,,ition,
and t`ao ,acre performed xsith it extended to the lOO-percent
po,dtion. Each d_namic test v.as preceded by a quiescent
period during which tree, and orbiter acti_,itie,, `acre restricted
so that the initial displacemen! and _clocity of the experi-
, nl x_,ould be near ]ero. The thruster firings `acre [ollm_cd
•., ,econd quiescent period ,,o that data could be taken on a
freely responding qructure. I)uring the daytime tests, the
experiment mot ion was recorded by tht? photogrammct ry data
system; during the nighttime It?sis, dalg`aras recordt?d `,_,ilh the
DAE. Accelerations of the mast tip were recorded during all
tests by accelerometers mountt?d on the containment box
cover. Mast-tip motion during the first daylight test at
70-percent extension and at 100-percent extension was moni-
tored by the crew in real time _'ith a 35-mm Nikon camera
with a 500-mm lens. Photographs taken at regular inter_als
`aith this camera recorded the motion.
Characteristic frequencies and mode shapes 05 the
deployed wing assembly `aere obtaint?d from an evaluation of
the photogrammetry data by LaRC. This information was
supplemented with frequency estimates obtained from PSDs
of the accelerometer traces processed by MSFC. In both
cases, the correlation is excellent bet`a'een the flight frequency
measurements and those predicted in preflight analysis. The
mode shape information from LaRC also correlates closely
with analytical predictions. The correlation is particularly
good at the 70-percent-extended position where frequencies
of the first six elastic modes match closely. At 100-percent
extension, the predicted frequency for the first _mt-of-plane
bending mode is about ten percent lower than measured.
Parametric studies with the analytical model show that the
frequency shift cannot be attributed to variations in blanket
tension or mast-base compliance. Only when the mast bend-
ing stiffness was adjusted could a ten percent frequency shift
be achieved. Although variation in mast stiffness may not be
the physical cause of the frequency shift, mast stiffness was
the analytical parameter that `aas varied to more closely
match the experiment dynamics in subsequent analyses to
evaluate the structural damping.
Estimates for structural damping `acre obtained by adjust-
ing damping values for each of the modes in the structural
model until a best match was obtained bet`aeen the predicted
mast-tip acceleration_ and those obtained from the acceler-
ometers mounled on th_ containment box cover. Thi,, tech-
nique is possible because only several modes acti,,ely partici-
pate in the experiment response to the db, turbances caused by
the thruster firings. The accelerometer data is belie_,ed to be
of good quality because the displacement-versus-time data
acquired by a double integration of the signal agrees closely
_,,ith similar data obtained by scaling the mast-tip motion
from the photographs lakeh at regular intervals `,_ith th,:
Nikon camera.
The portion of the response that includes the period of
thruster firings and shortly thereafter was cho,,cn for damp-
ing e,.aluation. This is the period of maximum structural
displacement and maximum loads `,_ithin the experiment.
Damping e`,alualions performt?d later in the free response
period, t`,hen displacement,, are smaller, nlight be cxpt?ctt?d to
reqdt in ',mailer damping e,,timale,,. Estimate,, for damping
_alues are limited to the fundanlental modes of the experi-
nient because the participation in the rt?spon,,e by higher order
modes was negligible; it '.,,as impo,,sihlc to di,,tingui,,h
belv, cen a response in Ihcse modes and Ihc initial noise Ic_,cl
condition,, that t?xi,,I c`,en after a pt?riod of qt,ic,,ccnce.
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Mast-tipmotionduringmostdynamicstestswaslessthan
computedin preflightanalyses.Thisdifferenceoccuned
becausethepreflightanalyses',','ere directed toward produc-
ing conservative load estimates for the mast Iongerons.
Therefore, only 0.5-percent model damping ,.,,as used in Ihe
analyses. Damping values considerably higher than this ',,ere
measured in flight. The measured values at tile 70-percent-
extended position are approximately five percent for the out-
of-plane bending mode and ten percent for the in-plane bend-
ing mode. Slightly higher damping values were measured
during the nighttime tests than during the daytime tests. The
measured _,ahtes at the 100-percent extended position arc two
percent for the out-of-plane bending mode and four percent
for the in-plane bending mode. Only daylight tests were per-
formed at this extended position.
The difference between the damping values at 70-percent
and 100-percent extension is not understood, but the data for
70 percent are probably more accurate due to the larger num-
ber of tests performed at this position. The higher damping
for the in-plane bending mode than for the out-of-plane
bending mode is belie,,ed to be caused by energy losses in the
tension-wire negators. These devices are much more active
during experiment in-plane motion than during out-of-plane
motion. Component tests on the devices have sho'_'n that a
hysteresis loop in the mechanism could easily have produced
the higher damping values measured for the in-plane mode.
4.3 ON-ORBIT TilERMAI. AND EI,ECTRICAL
PERFORMA NCE
The performance of the acti'e solar cells on the SAFE was
measured on two oc_'asions while on orbit. During these mea-
surements, the orbiter attitude was controlled so that the
plane of the blanket ,,,,'as nominally perpendicular to the solar
vector. Only in the first performance test was the attitude
maintained for a period that allowed the active celts to reach
thermal equilibrium. The perpendicularity of the blanket to
the solar veclor was less than perfect during the solar cell per-
formance lesls due IO a 7.8-degree twist in the mast assembly.
Additionally, the hlankel assumed a curvature about the
extension mast during these tests with the edges of the blanket
approximately ten inches nearer the crew cabin than the blan-
ket center. These deformations reduced the solar-cell power
output by less than one percent.
Before flight, the power output of the active solar cells was
periodically measured by performing a flash lest on the panel.
Since the circuits in the DAS box thai measure the solar cell
performance in flight cannot be synchronized with the high
speed flash, current and vohage measurements in the flash
tests were taken direclly from the separation connector at the
base of the flat conductor cables. Due to the size of the panel
and the limitations of the facilities, the fla,_h tests were neces-
sarily performed with the blanket installed in the horizontal
deployment fixture. In a_Idition, a visual inspection of the
cells was perfor,ned with each flash test to record any cell
damage due to ground handling. Fol]ov, ing the Flight, the
flash tests and cell inspections were repeated.
The conclusion from comparing the preflight, flight, and
postflight solar-cell electrical performance is that the flight
cn,,ironment_ did not degrade solar cell performance. While
the preflight cell inspections regularly revealed cracks in lhe
cell cover slides due to ground handling activities, the
post flight inspection revealed no incremental' damage over the
last preflight inspection. This result means that the solar cell/
panel assembly survived transportation to Kennedy Space
Center, eight months of preloaded storage before flight, the
ascent accoustic and vibration environments, the on-orbit
environments (extensions, retractions, dynamics tests, ther-
mal cycling, and restowage), the landing vibration environ-
ments, and transportation back to I.MSC without perfor-
mance degradation. This achievement demonstrates the
readiness of large-area, lightweight, solar array technology.
Solar Array Flights,,, Expemir-mer_t
Final Report
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Thruster Firing Time Histories
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